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Cirectory of Local Unions 
LOCAL UNION OFFICE ADDRESS 
1. New YorkClt îk Operator* 121 E. 18th St., New York City 
2. Philadelphia loukmakers • 244 S. 8th St., Philadelphia, Pu. 
3. New York Pi ce Tailors DW. 21st S t , Now York City 
4. Baltimore Clc ikmnkors 1000 E.~ Baltimore S t , Baltimore, Md. 
.1. New Jersey ¡mbroidorçra 144 BorgenHne Ave., Union Hill. N. J . 
6. New York Er broidorers 133 2nd Ave., New York City 
7. Boston Rainc at Makers 38 Causeway St., Boston, Mass. 
8. San Francise- Ludios' Garment Workers 352—IHlh Ave. 
9. New Yofk Cloak and Suit Tailor* 113 E. lUth St., New York City 
10. New York Amalgamated Ladies'Garment Cutters 7 W. 21st St,, New York City 
11. Brownsville, •". Y., Cloakmakers 219 Sackman St., Brooklyn, N . Y. 
12. Boston.'Cloak Pressors 241 Trcmont St., Boston, Mass. 
13. Montreal, Ca :idn, Cloakniakurs 37 Prince Arthur, E. Montreal, Canada'. 
14. Toronto, Can da, Cloakmakers 194 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada. 
15. Philadelphia vVuistmakers 40 N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
17. Now York R- efermakers. 31 Union Squnre, New York City 
18. Chicago Cloa and Suit Pressors 1815 W. Division St., Chicago, 111. 
10, Montreal, Gritada, Cloak Cutter* 1178 Cadieux, Montreal, Canada 
20. Now York W .tcrproof Garment Workers U & E . 10th St., New York City 
21. Newark, N . , ., Cloujc and Suitmakcrs. 103 Montgomery St., Newark, N. J. 
22. New Haven min,, Ladies1 Garment W o r k e r s . . . . . . . . S 3 Holloek St., New Haven. Conn. 
23. New York S ¡rtmukors 113 E. 10th St., New York City 
24. Boston Skir and Dressmakers' Un ion . . . . 241 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
25. New York V list and Dressmakers .' 10 W. 21st St., New York City 
26. Cleveland Li lies' Garment Workers 112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
27. Cleveland Ss rt Makers 112 Prospect Ave. Cleveland, Ohio 
28. Seattle, Wm i., Ladies' Gurmont Workers 153—15th Ave., Seattle, Wash. 
29. Cleveland CI ak Finishers' Union 112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
31. St. Louis, M-., Cloak Pressors 920 N. 17th St., St. Louis ,Mo. 
32. Winnipeg Lr l ies ' Garment Workers Labor Temple, Winnipeg, Man. 
33. Bridgeport ( ^rset Workers 414 Warner Building, Bridgeport, Conn. 
34; Bridgeport < orsot Cutters 414 Warner Building, Itridgeport, Conn. 
35. Now York I ro*ncr» -. 228 Second Ave.. New York City 
30. Boston L a d - s ' Tailors ??• • • - 1 1 Tremont St.. Boston, Mass. 
(CONTINUED ON INSIDE YIDDISH COVER) 
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Named shoes sure frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
r ^ M K Y DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
UNIOJ^W no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not i ccept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIN, f W CHAS. L. BAINE, Smt'y-Trmaê. 
Wm^mMâM^m. 
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S PECULIAR PSYCHOLOGY OF CERTAIN EMPLOYERS 
Wví;t'".v.vf,'tfi $ f t '..vi:,1; if, í#;7 i£í¿^rwHátf^^ 
That employers do not relish the 
manifestation of unrest among the 
workers need hardly be stated. To 
sume unenlightened mothers the quiet 
baby, which certaimS^lacks vitality, is 
ihe ideal baby; and' to all employers 
the submissive worker, who certainly 
lacks initiative, is the ideal employee, 
í he works and asks no questions as 
io time or money he is much appreci-
ated, even loved. 
Employers, the most influential and 
the biggest, believe in organization for 
their own benefit—for economy, effi-
ciency and larger profits ; but they hate 
lo see their employees organizing and 
preparing to wrest a little more pay 
'rom the profits of trade. They think 
such efforts annoying, outrageous, and, 
in bitter terms condemn labor leaders 
for assisting these efforts. 
Unfair employers wax indignant at 
the workers' renewed demands at the 
beginning of the busy season. Having 
lo concede these demands upsets the 
employers' calculations by $10,000 or 
so—a pretty sum to let go without 
frowning, fuming and threatening dire 
disaster to the trade. 
This $10,000 or so is the backbone of 
•every employer's argument against the 
workers' demands for an additional 
trifle. Why in heaven or earth should 
he throw away in wages and shop im-
provements such or a similar amount? 
No, he will rather fight against and 
teach these people a lesson! 
By fighting he may have to lose 
$20,000 or so ; but he does not count 
the cost at the beginning. In his 
indignation he overlooks that prob-
ability. It is in this way that disaster 
may befall his trade. It is thus that 
some upstart may displace him and 
compete him out of the industry, and 
then the papers report in cold, heart-
less print that so and so has failed. 
If only every employee were sub-
missive and did all the work the em-
ployer desired for the amount he 
deems fit to pav^ then he would be by 
$io,ooo or so richer and free from wor-
ry besides. 
* * * 
• 
LABOR No one will, deny 
RIGHTFULLY that this is the charac-
CLAIMSITSOWN tcristic psychology of 
the general run of employers of labor. 
They proceed on the assumption that 
the world is theirs and the fullness 
thereof. It is not easy to talk of oth-
ers' rights to a man, who deep in his 
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heart believes 





things, but we 
his right of ow 
Labor is life, 
capital; all the 
to barter for Í 
Hence labor's 
industrial pro 
only claim wha 
hat every thing con-
; manufacture of his 
% the labor of his 
t to him. 
re do not dispute the 
nership over certain 
o emphatically dispute 
lership over our labor. 
It is the workers' only 
possess. It is theirs 
fair price or withold. 
nrest at the advent of 
verity. The workers 
rightfully and reason-
ably belongs to them—a fair share oi 
their contribution to the product. 
Can any claim be clearer, juster and 
fairer? Is not this claim of labor fai 
less selfish than the claim of employer-
to absolute control and arbitrary rul< 
over the workers? Yet average em 
ployers cannot bring themselves l-
realize or admit it. Most of them can 
not or will not enter into tHe workers' 
side of the question. They are wor 
ricd and indignant at having to part 
with $10,000 or so which does not real 
ly belong to them. 
YORK WA1STMAKERS DESIRE NEEDED ¡ 
IMPROVEMENTS | 
January is the^ month when, the 
waist and dre: $ industry prepares for 
the spring sea on, the biggest and the 
best season :>r the manufacturers. 
Naturally, the workers, too, wake up 
to their intere its» On this season de-
pends what Í edi t ions of life await 
them during t e coming year—wheth-
er they will 1 ive to stint themselves 
and forego ce: :ain essential necessities 
of food, clot! ;ng and ordinary com-
forts, or havf a moderate enjoyment 
of them, as t • right and reason they 
should. 
Accordingly , the workers brace 
themselves fc an effort to get a larger 
slice of bread and a little more leisure 
and joy in lii ; as a result of the sea--
son's work. 3 oth the officers and rank 
and file hold .umerous meetings. The 
workers are brought into better or-
ganized- ship . They are encouraged 
to express th ir wishes as to what im-
provement* t iey need most, and these 
wishes are ei bodied in demands to the 
manufacture* s. 
The specta ular strike of last year in 
the waist a; i dress industry is still 
new to memory. Such impressive de-
monstrations cannot quickly fade 
away. But although the strike was in 
the main successful, increasing the 
ranks and strengthening Local No. 2¿. 
it brought only slight improvement 
This slight improvement has been 
wiped away by the undue increase in 
the cost of living. Worse than that. 
since the cost of living has increased 
át least 30 to 40 per cent, while their 
increases last year averaged about 10 
per cent, it is easy to imagine to what 
condition the workers have been re 
duced. 
And the waist and dress industry is 
rich and prosperous enough to make 
good, this difference between wag*> 
and the higher cost of living. The 
manufacturers must bear the burden 
of higher pay.y The workers have no 
other sources of income. 
* * * 
• 
OFT-REPEATED Rightly speak 
STRIKES IN NEEDLE ¡ng, the employ 
INDUSTRY EXPLAINED
 e f S 3h0uld need 
no reminder to do their duty by the 
workers. They are not so free, as they 
- • _ 
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might imagine, from responsibility to 
i he people who render possible their 
more or less substantial profits. But 
this is a high moral icfea to which the 
average employer in the needle indus-
try has not yet been educated. Such 
education is the work of the union; 
and where education by conference 
and negotiation fails, organized force, 
or the weapon of the strike, must be 
resorted to. 
Of course, this force is not an ideal 
method of inducing thought and rea-
son. But what else can be done if 
employers persist in shutting their ears 
to the stern facts of life? 
This singular shutting out of the 
light by the employers accounts for 
the oft-repeated strikes in the needle 
industry. People outside our ranks 
often wonder why such frequent un-
rest prevails, why so many strikes? 
All they need 4?fis to become familiar 
with some of the methods used by the 
employers to cow the workers and de-
prive them of work and wages; to di-
vide them and set them against each 
other ; to pursue them with vengeance 
and discrimination and thus destroy 
their spirit of independence and faith 
in the union. Those who have obtained 
such inside knowledge have freely ad-
mitted the justice of the workers' con-
tentions, have justified the workers' 
demands and, their struggles to^-get 
concessions. 
* * * 
FORTY-EIGHT The waist and dress 
HOURS A WEEK industry is no excep-
t o HIGHER PAY
 t i o n Here and there • 
employers are more enlightened and 
more humane. Most of ]them have 
sampled the fighting capacity of the 
shirtwaist girl. They have felt the 
keen edge of the sword of the strike. 
They remember this even at a time 
when the organization of the waist-
makers was feeble and had to feel its 
way inch by inch. Considering, how-
ever, their resistance to reasonable, de-
mands it would seem that the employ* 
crs have not yet completely mastered 
their lessons of the past, and everj 
year the workers in the shops find if 
necessary to talk strike or go on striki 
to get a.few needful concessions. 
This year, or rather at the end o\ 
last year, the office of the Waist and 
Dressmakers' Union presented very 
moderate demands to the Dress and 
Waist Manufacturers' Association on 
behalf of Locals Nos. io, 25 and 58. 
These in substance were: (1) a general 
increase of 20 per cent in wages and 
earnings for all workers in the indus-
t ry ; (2) a working week of forty-eight 
instead of forty-nine hours established 
last year. 
The reasonableness of these de-
mands is clear from the fact that a 
number of large manufacturers of 
waists and dresses have voluntarily 
established the forty-eight hour week 
in their factories. It was hoped that 
the conferences between the union and 
association would sqtjare these mat-
ters and do away wifh- the unrest 
among the workers. 
At this writing, the Board of Arbi-
tration is in session, considering the 
workers' demands and the employers' 
counter demands. The latter submit 
the stock argument that the industry 
cannot stand any such concessions. 
But since the industry stood substan-
tial concessions in the past, and 
has grown richer and more prosperous, 
one cannot see how the employers' ad-
vocates will back up the sounding of 
the alarm for the future of the indus-
try. We cannot believe that, in view of 
the extraordinary advance in the cost 
of living, the Board of Arbitration will 
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be impressed ' y the employers' alarm 
and leave the workers in a position 
which cannot e tolerated. 
The double meeting of waist and 
dressmakers c i January 4, at Cooper 
Union Institu î and Beethoven Hall, 
and the thousands of workers who had 
to turn back for want of accommoda-
tion, proved that the entire trade i* 
stirred to its depths and prepared to 
follow the intelligent and cautious lead 
of the officers of the union. 
1 OUF EXTRAORDINARY ORGANIZING ACTIVITIES 
WE BUILD 
WHILE FIGHTING 
ALL THE TIME 
For years it has 
been the fond dream 
of the active spirits 
of our union .0 organize the ladies' 
garment indu try in every city and 
town of the gr at American Continent. 
In 1909 the sh rtwaist makers of New 
York made a ood beginning in start-
ing a mass n ovement. In 1910 the 
cloakmakers o Greater New York fol-
lowed suit ar 1 organized practically 
the entire tr; le. These remarkable 
successes poin ;d the way to possibili-
ties on a far vider scale throughout 
the country. 
A great mc /ement arose in, many 
centers. The intelligent and leading 
element in thi shops everywhere felt 
convinced that the example set by our 
people at New York could be followed 
with similar access. The soil was 
good and proi .ising. It only needed 
plowing and s wing the good seed of 
unionism, and it would surely yield 
abundant Jrui t 
But our unì* a, although strong and 
full of youthfu energy was still grop-
ing-its way t stability and perma-
nence, and ha ever since been,busy 
trying to consc idate its conquests and 
gains. Beset I y many difficulties and 
intricate probi ms, and surrounded by 
a host of foes our people have been 
compelled to c ) the work of building 
with the trow' 1 of hope -in one hand 
and the sword of the strike in the other 
hand. 
At no time until 1916 have we fell 
quite secure in our position. At no 
time have we been quite prepared and 
amply provided for against attack. 
With so much fighting for existence a> 
we had to do all this time it is no won-
der that our resources could not grow 
and develop, particularly because our 
financial system of low dues—a legacy 
of our pioneering days—is still the 
most unscientific, hand-to-mouth sys-
tem any trade union ever had to 
contend with. 
Hence the movement in centers uui 
of New York, brought into being in 
1910, met with only partial success. In 
many places, which called for an effort 
of planting the union flag, the move-
ment could not even be started, and 
where it had been started it could not 
be continued and kept growing; 
The great demand for organizer* 
could never be satisfied. For lack oí 
resources the General Office was pow-
erless to act, except in a few very ur-
gent cases. And so the dream of ex-
tending the influence of our union to 
new fields, of bringing into line tb 
unorganized workers, wHo probably 
equal or exceed the number of those 
already organized—that dream has a* 
yet to be realized. 
\ 
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AGRÉÂT Our present extraor-
íraYWWERE d i n a r v activities bid fair 
to realize much of that 
noble dream. Time and circumstances 
are very favorable. Our industries 
show every sign of prosperity, present 
pud to come. The European confla-
gration has created a scarcity of labor 
the world over, and has driven up the 
price of every conceivable article of 
manufacture. Thus, in spite of the 
shrinkage of certain materials and the 
ruling high prices manufacturers are 
reaping a plentiful harvest. Therefore 
the workers have all the reason in the 
world for demanding and securing a 
fair and just reward for their labor. 
And there also is a great awakening 
everywhere. Thc^e^d planted all these 
years has sprouted up and is growing. 
Our incessant agitation, the record 
progress of the trade union movement 
in this country, the new spirit of jus-
tice for the toiler animating ever 
larger sections of the community—all 
these are factors in the progress of the 
movement for better labor conditions 
among the workers in general and the 
ladies' garment workers in particular. 
In a previous issue reference was 
made in this column to the movement 
among the whitegoods workers of 
New York and the whitegoods, waist-
and corset workers of Newark, N. J . 
Wc have just noted the unusual awak-
ening among the waist and dress-
makers of New York. Let us now 
briefly comment on the aggressive ac-
tivities displayed by our organizers in 
centers out of New York. For details 
of this remarkable movement wc refer 
the reader to our organizers', reports 
published in this issue. 
* * * 
GOING STRONG Last month's sessions 
IN EASTERN e .i_ r* I T -
CENTERS °* t n e General Execu-
tive Board at Baltimore 
devoted much time and attention to 
this widespread movement for organi-
zation, improved earnings and shorter 
hours. The most hopeful optimism 
prevailed at the sessions. There was 
not a doubt in anyone's mind as to the 
successful outcome of ths pending 
struggles, whether they be arguments 
with representative employers at the 
conference table, or will have to be de-
termined strikes. The cities and in-
dustries involved in this movement, 
aside from those already mentioned, 
are, in New York—the petticoat and 
ladies' neckwear workers; in New 
Jersey, in addition to the movement in 
Newark—the embroidery workers. In 
the cloak and skirt and waist and dress 
trades of Philadelphia existing agree-
ments with associations of employers 
will undoubtedly be strengthened and 
the workers' conditions improved 
amicably. Conferences have been held 
and negotiations are in progress. 
A vigorous movement has been 
started in Baltimore among the shirt-
waist and whitegoods workers. Here-
tofore Baltimore had a strong union of 
cloakmakers only, our Local No. 4. 
Other branches of trade were left to 
shift for themselves and the conditions 
of labor were subject to no regulation 
whatever. To cite the words of our 
Vice-President, Jdhn F. Pierce, who is 
taking charge of the Baltimore cam-
paign, "the girls in the trade know 
absolutely nothing about unionism. 
They have lived in that self-satisfied 
rut so long that they take any price 
the employer offers." 
So significant is this movement that 
it is embracing an almost new element 
in our industry—colored workers, who 
seem to be rather numerous in this in-
dustry in Baltimore. Our organizers 
speak of having won the confidence of 
a number of these people, and the pro-
spects of building up a strong organi-
zation are very bright. 
• • «••" •• ' - " • • T ^ / Ml ili i l i l i«---SiiJ|.l . | IJ,UJJyP«ll 
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per cent. x>f the 
real and Torònt 
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In the principal 
centers of Canada— 
Toronto and Mont-
ent among our work-
everything before it. 
: Dominion in the last 
experienced many upa 
:e 1914 they have had 
es—the workers were 
ed into periods of dis-
oyment. As in Eu-
da the war fever has 
ed the voice of social 
tions. Trade unionism 
iderably and the num-
1 workers has dimin-
every trade — a very 
f affairs affecting our 
in other trade and la-
s. 
lepression there is a 
y to wrangling and 
ry .trade union seems 
through such inner 
bably for lack of con-
îat the remnant of the 
r defeat or in time oí 
turn the guns of criti-
i'er. 
the report of Vice-
fsky our Canadian lo-
t through this experi-
nd expression in dis-
s like the dark before 
oakmakers and work-
ranches of industry 
liting for the order to 
rces, for a word of en-
1 promise of assistance 
national Union, and 
•sured about this, they 
3 the union banner in 
• 
>orts indicate that 95 
vorkers in both Mont-
1 have already enrolled 
ry. Upon the employ-
ers seeing this great awakening soir-
of them began to forestall events . 
reducing the weekly hours of labor tu 
forty - four and increasing wag»-* 
Thereby they meant to check the <•: 
forls of our organizers. But this su! 
den change of heart on the part of the 
manufacturers only convinced (lie 
workers what á life necessity the uni-.n 
is to them, if they are to retain am 
concessions granted by the employer* 
for fear of a strike and the consequen' 
injury to the season's trade. 
At this writing the agitation for 1 
general strike in both Toronto and 
Montreal is at its height. To our In-
ternational Union the strike weapon i> 
not an end in itself but a means to ¡in 
end—to improve labor conditions per 
manently by the recognition of the 
union and the collective bargain. The 
employers alone are able to avert 3 
strike by a readiness to confer with 
our representatives and redress griev-
ances amicably. Will they do it? 
* * * 
Further West a mo\ c-
ment of force and consul 
érable vitality is proceeding 
in several important centers. In Cleve-
land we are forging ahead. The agita-
tion for- a general strike of presser* 
shows how tired the workers are of the 
welfare, system, the bonus system, thf 
efficiency-stop-watch system and other 
"awfully nice" systems, in place oí 
good earnings and real freedom, such 
as can be had only in union shops and 
under guaranteed union conditions. 
Our people in the Cleveland factories 
have been very restless and eager for. 
decisive action for some two years. It 
was with disappointment that they saw-
it abandoned in 1915 and again in 1916. 
But while it was doubtful whether in 
those years the union would have net 





linctly favorable. A general movement 
among the pressers would make itself 
ielt in all the factories. 
If the workers are ready to respond 
io ihe call our International will be 
willing to help them to victory. 
In Cincinnati matters seem far ad-
vanced. The cloakmakers arc joining 
the union in large numbers, and a gen-
eral strike may only be avoided upon 
manufacturers proving amenable to 
leason and being willing to grant need-
ful concessions by amicable adjust-
ment. In Cincinnati, as everywhere 
else, the workers should seize the 
present opportunity to organize thor-
oughly and secure improvements. 
In Chicago the waist, whitegoods 
and skirt workers are swelling the or-' 
ganized ranks. The movement in this 
industry is by no means new; it has 
been going on ever since 1912. At the 
present time, however, the chances of 
record success in organizing and up-
lifting these hitnerto unprotected 
workers, mostly women, are unmistak-
ably certain. 
The manufacturers of Chicago can-
not keep their eyes closed to this 
growing movement. One would like 
to believe that they would rather meet 
the demands of the union by an amica-
ble arrangement, such as the cloak 
industry employed in the fall of 1915. 
The General Executive Hoard, how-
ever, took the precaution of indorsing 
a general strike in the said industry in 
the event of the employers refusing to 
come to terms by reason and argu-
ment. 
In St. Louis, too, several organizers 
engaged by the International are mak-
ing a great and successful effort tt> 
draw the workers into the union. The 
cloakmakers and ladies' tailors of that 
city must not lag behind their sisters 
and brothers in other fields. 
The Middle Western centers of our 
industry are certainly going to render 
a good account of themselves before, 
the spring season has started on its. 
career. Both in the East and West our 
locals are aggressive, determined, 
glowing with enthusiasm for the union 
and confidence in their officers and 
leaders. The manufacturers dare not 
defy the will and voice of a people in? 
crcasingly alert, enlightened and alive 
to their interests. 
£»IMMMMMft««aiWfla^^ 
L. 
A TRIBUTE TO THE AMALGAMATED CLOTHING 
WORKERS OF AMERICA 
FORCED UNITY Unity is one of the 
WORSE THAN most important founda-
tions of the labor move-
ment. Without our unity the enemy 
at the gate is encouraged and 
Ntrengthened in his. attacks and pur-
sues his advantage to our detriment. 
Hut truth also counts for much in the 
l¡.bor movement. Unity and truth must 
KO together, or else the true unity will 
te impaired and powerless to achieve 
its purpose. 
Forced unity is only another form 
of tyranny and semi-slavery. All 
tyrant rulers force»their uuwilling sub-
jects to unite in their allegiance and 
fealty. But such forced unity cannot 
endure, and sooner or later there win 
be rebellion. Forced unity has no place 
in the free atmosphere of the laboV 
movement. It is in contradiction with 
its essential spirit. The most we may 
do is to force certain individuals" t o 
comply with rules ior'tneir own godïd,-: 
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which is also f< r the good of all, but 
where this is oj en to doubt, force be-
comes tyranny. 
Secession in he labor movement is 
wrong and depl rabie, particularly if it 
seeks to attaii personal ends. But 
what if there be true cause for it ? Are 
we to condemn before making search-
ing investigatk i into grievances? Is 
it not rather Û i duty and task of the 
labor movemer to enter sympatheti-
cally into the c< ntentions and issues of 
the parties to t te controversy and en-
deavor to effe :t a reconciliation or 
fair adjustmen ? ; 
The .foregoi g reflections have a 
pertinent bear: ig on the fight which 
has been ragin in the clothing indus-
try for more th n two years. We have 
been watching this fight with regret 
and concern. ' /e have not heretofore 
taken any sid» s in this struggle be-
cause we did iot wish to prejudice 
cither cause, ecause we hoped that 
sooner or latei a way ..out of the diffi-
culty might be found. 
But all those who have been wishing 
and hoping for i solution by force have 
by this time aï indoned all hope. That 
solution canne : be forced unity, for 
forced unity is *orse than useless. We 
cannot force the young, vigorous, 
alert, ever-grt iving and ever-improv-
ing Amalgama ed Clothing Workers of 
America to re enter the ranks of the 
United Garme t Workers of America, 
any more than we can suggest that the 
U. G. W. of / should go over to the 
A. C. W. of A Tfffe idea is preposter-
ous. And if orced unity is useless, 
impossible, unt linkable;—condemnation 
of one side or he other, and recrimin-
ation which "c mdemnation stimulates 
and keeps alñ ;, is foolish and unpar-
donable. 
The best w y would have been to 
prevent the qv irrel while it was brew-
ing, or to heal the breach when it WAS 
still in its first stages. It seems im-
possible to attempt anything of the 
kind now. During the two years tin-
breach has widened, and is ever widen 
ing. The Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers of America has grown and is 
fast becoming one of the larger 
unions in the clothing industry. 
Being outlawed and ignored by 
Organized Labor it turned inwanl. 
started relying upon its own resources, 
released tremendous energy and de-
veloped great fighting power. It was 
natural and inevitable that the Amai 
gamated Clothing Workers of Amcri 
ca should strike out a way in all direc-
tions, for it was not hampered by law-. 
and/restrictions. Some ground Ita^  
been cut away from the U. G. W. of A.. 
but in the main a great work has been 
done among the unorganized, 
* * * 
NON-RÉCOGNITION And now we have 
HAS PROVED to reckon with i:.i 
FUTU-E facts. For many 
years the Jewish tailors had been dis- I 
organized and in a terrible state ••: I 
underpay and overwork. But during 
the last two years the Amalgamateti 
Union has succeeded in bringing them 
into line more and more, gradually 
cementing a solid and permanent or-
ganization and improving conditions in 
spite of great difficulties. 
In view of these facts, what should 
be the solution? 
Non-recognition by organized lahoi 
has not hurt the Amalgamated Cloth-
ing Workers. Placing it beyond ihc 
pale or t rade union law has apparently 
helped rather than hindered its growth 
and progress., To continue the policy 
of ñon-recognitioil and outlawry would 
not only fail to solve the problem but 
Would bring no credit to organized la-
bor. 
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We yield to none in our respect for 
trade union law, but law muáí serve 
and not discredit the cause, and the 
lime comes when laws Are superseded 
l>y the facts of life or by the turn of 
events. The law agains t recognizing 
accession has , in this case, been ren-
dered futile. It has been tr ied in all 
its rigors and found want ing . It seems 
to us that non-recognit ion must give 
place to a more practical , more frater-
nal method. 
We believe tha t a solution is to be 
found in the following sugges t ions : 
i. An impartial investigation of the 
origin and causes of the quarre l as a 
starting point. 
2. Since the United Garment W o r k -
ers of America is slowly losing control 
over the tai lors , it might be advisable, 
in the interest of peace, for this union 
to relinquish jurisdict ion over t h e tail-
ors, and the A i j ^ g a m a t e d Clothing 
Workers to be granted this jurisdic-
tion. For, all the same the la t te r has 
control over these workers t o a large 
extent . 
3. Since the ideal of amalgamat ion 
in t h e tai loring t rade is not novel or 
original, a solution might be found in 
reviving the project of Amalgama t ing 
the Clothing W o r k e r s wi th the Jou r -
neymen Tailors , natural ly with the con-
sent of both part ies and the recogni-
tion of the American Federa t ion of 
Labor. This , by res to r ing peace, would 
pave the way for eventual ama lgama-
tion of all the unions in the tai loring 
industry. 
These sugges t ions may or may not 
commend themselves . But something 
must be done. T h e easy-going, nega-
tive, policy of non-recognit ion has long 
since spent its force. I t now pract i -
cally amounts to doing no th ing or 
wai t ing for someth ing to t u r n up . W e 
should bury the dead past and act in 
the living present . T h e work of the 
Amalgamated Clothing W o r k e r s of 
America deserves to be recognized and 
appreciated. 
General Executive Board in Session 
Extracts From the Minutes 
The Second Quarterly Meeting of the 
General Executive Board was held at the 
Bull Moose Club, Baltimore, on January 
10 to 14, 1917. Prealdent Schlesinger was 
In the chair and there were present Vlce-
PreBfdents Elmer Rosenberg, S. Metz, 
Fannia Conn, S. Ninfo, J- F. Pierce, S. 
Lefkovits, H. Wander, S. Koldofsky, M. 
Àmdur, J. Halpern, H. Schoolman, S. Seid-
man and Secretary A. Baron*. 
PRESIDENT SCHLESINGER'S VERBAL 
REPORT 
President Schlesinger reviewed verbally 
the progress of the campaign be had 
started in many cities after the convention 
according to plans decided upon at the first 
Quarterly meeting. He said: 
The campaigns proceeding in New York 
*re those of the Petticoat Workers' Union 
Local 46 and the Ladies' Neckwear Work-
ers' Union Local 108, who are making ar-
rangements for general strikes to establish 
this season bettor conditions in the indus-
tries and recognition of the locals. 
In Newark, N. J., our campaign going 
on for over a year î s also nearlng Its goal. 
A general strike of whltegoods, waist and 
corset workers will have to be called in 
that city for the purpose of getting better 
conditions and recognition of the union. 
There are a t present employed in Newark 
as organizers Brother Portnoy and Brother 
Hllfus of the Fssex Trade Council, a very 
able labor leader who was advised by the 
American Federation of Labor to give all 
bis time to this movement. 
We are also carrying on a very lively 
campaign In the embroidery industry. 
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President Schweninger referred to 'h* 
organizing work in Cleveland and the r»i 
plan suggested In the report of Vire 
President Perlstein, that a strike shovi 
called In the pressing department of T,> 
cloak shops, which will absolutely denm-
alize the factories. We ought to pro • ' 
with this method of trying to organizp Hi» 
workers by craft and to call them ov.i m 
strikes for the purpose of bettering their 
conditions. He was very hopeful that rhi» 
new move will bring results. 
President Schleslnger also referre<! m 
the unsettled conditions In connection ••<••:• 
the Waist and Dressmakers' Union. Lara 
25, and the Wrapper and Kimono Worto-i* 
union of New York, Local 41; Wain 
Makers' Union, Local 15, and the Clunk-
makers' Union of Philadelphia. He recaní 
ly had conferences with the employers la 
regard to the situation In the latter city 
In conclusion President Schlesinge: 
called attention to the fact that -it «a* I 
absolutely Impossible for him to atton-! I 
this work and be everywhere himself, and I 
requested the board to give him assistant | 
Agreed that President Schleslnger mar 
call on any Vice-President to help hlra 
carry out all these campaigns and that ih* 
Vice Presidents aro in duty bound to an 
swer such call. 
SECRETARY BAROFfB REPORT 
Chairman and Members of the Board: 
The first meeting of our newly electa 
Board, held in October, 1916, endormi 
President Schlesinger'a plan for a wide or-
ganizing campaign In St. Louis, Ôhimee 
Montreal, Toronto, Baltimore, PhiMei 
phia, Cincinnati and other cities. In Na* 
York some of our local agreements won 
about to expire, and, owing to the rot 
stantly. rising cost of living, the wortter» 
strongly "demanded changes affecting *'"** 
and hours of work in the spring season 
A " number of resolutions passed by tfc* 
Convention In Philadelphia also demand 
our attention. 
This big program Is already In opera-
tion. President Schleslnger will report to 
you on the results of his three weeks' trip 
during December In the United Stater «ai 
Canada with the purpose of starting tfci 
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organizing work. I will only refor to a 
few matters connected with our organiza-
tions here and there. 
The movement for revision of tho Proto-
col ngrcement In the Philadelphia cloak 
iraJp, which has been "agitating the work-
ers during the last year, has now taken the 
shape of conferences with the manufac-
turers. With practically 100 per cent or-
Kniilzatlon in that city. It looks quito hope-
ful that our workers will succeed in obtain-
ing substantial improvements. The Walst-
makors' Union, Local Í5 , truly* one of our 
banner locals, is also making ready to 
score some considerable improvements for 
the waist and dress workers. They are 
demanding Increases in pay for the opera-
tors and- cutters, and their recent confer-
ences with their employers seem to Indicate 
that these Improvements will be conceded. 
The ladles' tailors of Philadelphia, num-
bering at least about 1,500 men and 
«omen, a great many of them Italian 
workers, secured a charter from the Inter-
national several months ago and are known 
as Local No. 76, They are asking for 
organizing help from the General O ilice. 
Wo Bent Vice President Ninfo to addreBS 
one of their meetings and to report upon 
their situation. An organizer will have to 
bo appointed by the International to take 
care of this trade. I recommend the ques-
tion to tho attention of the Board. 
We have recently granted a charter to 
an embroiderers' lòCRlin Philadelphia, or-
ganized through the Influence of members 
of tho New York Embroidery Local No. 6. 
Baltimore has a new local of Cutters, 
No. 110. The big campaign which Presi-
dent Schleslnger launched in the skirt, 
«•alst and dress trades of that city last 
month is proceeding along In a healthy 
way. The American Federation of Labor 
bas, through the efforts of our President, 
pot into the field a woman organizer, Mrs. 
Lillian Heaffley, to assist our Brother 
Pierce, who had been called into Balti-
more to take charge of the local campaign. 
Tho Waist and Dress Makers Union, Local 
No. 72, is now, together with the new local 
No. no , - located in new headquarters 
oponed by the International Union. Presi-
dent Schleslnger has appointed Brother H. 
Levia, a Baltimore cutter, to do organizing 
work among the cutters. 
Two months ago the Gen«rral"Ofnce ap-
pointed Mrs. Marie M a* Donald to do or-
ganizing work among tho embroiderers of 
New Jersey. The partial defeat oCj their 
strike in 1916 did not lessen their desire 
for a Union. Mrs. MacDonald'o reports 
show that another strong effort, launched 
In tho proper time, might eucce*d in ¿b-
tainlng for the embroiderers the conditions 
for which they fought no hard last year. 
Wo have mado arrangements wirli the New 
York and the Now Jersey locals to keep 
Mrs. MacDonald on this work until the op-
portunity for another big campaign will 
present Itself. 
In connection with tho Now York Em-
broiderers' Local 6, we attended a confer-
ence between this local and their employ-
ers, and succeeded in getting the-'consent 
of the Employers' Aasoclatloato enforce 
the demands of the Union, that all the 
workers in the shops should be in 'good 
standing with their organization. 
Tho Bonnaz Embroidet-era' Loc 
a compact flourishing organizati 
Is managed by Brother Wollnsk 
lately had a well-attended mass 
which I addressed, and are now 
to organize tho hand and Singer 
operators of this city. 
The stato of affairs in the Boston cloak 
locals, in conjunction with the protracted 
and unfortunate strike in the M. •& C: skirt 
shop, engaged our attention immediately 
after the convention. I attended: with 
President Schleslnger a long conference 
with Mr. Kopeloff, a member ot the M.-c* 
C. firm, with the object of Hottliug the 
strike. Our efTorts, however, failed* «ad 
the strike had to be continued. Subse-
quently, Vice President Lefkortts: and I 
went* to Boston. I spent two fcill wpakf 
there, devoting all energies to the reorgan-
ization of Locals 24, 12, 56 and 73. Some 
two months ago we called Bro,ther:A. S»j? 
den of Philadelphia to take,charge of tho 
Boston local situation for the Internation-
al Union, and his work has been quite «air 
isfactory. The- entire atmosphere in. Bos* 
ton has been cleared, and our people- are 
ready to negotiate with the employer»1 
organization In the cloak trade fox renewal 
of relations and for Improved working con-
ditions. . • - -
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is again and again sent 
iey weekly» and lately w© 
Executive CommUtesjsaf 
i State Federation of La-
, In regard to-the strike, 
o, when Brother Pierce 
left New England to go to Baltimore we 
succeeded, upon our second visit to Spring-
field. In getting Brother Georgo Wrenn of 
Springfield, an Indefatigable and loya! 
leader, to manage the strike. There «tin 
remain good chances of settling the strlfc-
during this month, as there have been no 
breaks in the girls' ranks during all th"se 
long months of struggle, and tho com-
pany has no scabs of any account. I would 
rocommend that the Board send Broiler 
Wronn a resolution of thanks for his broth 
erly aid. 
The New York House-Dress and Kimono 
Workers' Local 41 are displaying much ac-
tivity. First, there is a determined move 
ment on foot to gain an advance of wasei 
for the girls employed in this rather poorly 
paid trade—an advance which tho empio) 
ers are anxious to sidestep, In spite of '<'••-
provisions of the agreement and the tre-
mendously -Increased cost of living. Mo*'* 
lugs of the workers and conferences wltn 
tho manufacturers, attended by Brother 
Schleslnger and myself havo been frequi-nt 
I addressed their mass meeting last month 
and waa very favorably Impressed by Ibe 
spirit prevailing In the local. 
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The campaign among the pottlcoat 
makers, at present in charge of Vice Presi-
dent Fannie Conn, la going ahead. This 
work la being conductod practically from 
the General Olllce, and offorta are being 
made for a big meeting whore the demands 
of the local to the manufacturers will he 
presented for voting. This meeting will 
presumably sound the call for the walkout 
in tho trade, should the demands of the 
workers not receive proper recognition. 
Tho agitation in the ladles' neckwear 
trade has not yet shown any appreciable 
results among the operators. Tho cutters 
have a compact little organization, and are 
conducting a lively agitation among the 
workers of their branch of trade. Brother 
JfìHse Greenberger has been In charge of 
this local for the last few weeks, 
Further progress has been máae by the 
New York Children's Dressmakers' Union, 
No. 60. New shops are being constantly 
brought Into the, union. Wo have attondod 
conferences with their Association and 
have constantly advised Brother H. Green-
berg, the local manager, in hla negotia-
tions with the employers. 
The local is conducting an energetic 
campaign for an increase In pay beginning 
with tho coming season. Quite recently, 
on the afternoon of January 3, the chil-
dren's dressmakers have hold a very re-
markable mass "Vtftf'T at Cooper Union. 
The workers left work in the shops to at-
tend the meeting, and hundreds wore 
turned away for lack of space. President 
Schlesinger, among other speakers, ad-
dressed the meeting. Tho signal success of 
this gathering makes It quito certain that 
the workers will gain the Improvements 
they are striving to obtain for the coming 
season. 
The Whitogoods Workers' Union. Local 
No. 62, of New York, composed of young 
devoted women workers, is carrying on a 
lively campaign, forcing the issues betweon 
the workers and employers strongly to the 
front. Included In the points submitted to 
tho employers are demands for a forty-
eight hour week and dollar Increases for 
1917 and 1918. President Schlesinger and 
myself have attended their conferences 
with the Cotton Garment Manufacturers' 
Association, and the situation at this writ-
• ing is still deadlocked. Tho Whltegoods 
Workers will, no doubt, do all in their 
power to avoid a conflict, but they will not 
flinch before any hardship In order to win 
their rights. 
While in Worcester I attende! a meeting 
of Local 43, Whltegoods and Waistmakers. 
They request organizing help from the 
General Office, ns there ate a number of 
shops In the city still unorganized. 
In connection with tho work undertaken 
and being directed by Presldeat Schlesin-
ger In Toronto, Montreal. Chicago, St. 
Louis, Baltimore, Cincinnati and other 
points, we have overy reason to believe that 
the passing of this season will mark an-
other successful page In the history of our 
International, Insofar as results, strength 
and prestige are concerned. 
A question which may interest you, In-
volving a constitutional point, is the con-
troversy between the Cloak Operators 
Local No. 1 and the Reefermakers' Union, 
Local No. 17, with referonco ta transfers. 
A number of members of Local 1 work In 
shops of Local 17, and vice versa. Lately 
Local 17 raised its dues from 16 to 25 
cents. Naturally their members began to 
insist that the members of Local 1, work-
ing with thom side by side, Bhould transfer 
to their local and pay the same dues as 
themselves. Some of these people have 
worked in these shops for years and are 
really reefermakers to all intents and pur-
poses. We notified the secretary of Local 
1 that he Is obliged, under the Constitu-
tion, to givo these people the requested 
transfers, but he Ignored our letters, and 
this question Is causing a lot of trouble, 
stirring bad blood in all these shops. 
You*have probably learned that Brother 
Morris Sigman, ex-secretary of our Inter-
national, has been recently induced by the 
CloakmakorB' Union of New York to leave 
his private occupation and assjmo charge 
of the Joint Board office. I need not add 
that Brother Sigman's return to the union 
1B a dlstlnet gain for the organization, and 
the cloakmakerB of New York have re-
ceived It with a feeling of gladness. 
The Auditing Work of the Iittcrnatfoiuü 
Those of you who have seen the com-
plete audit of the great New York strike. 
printed in all our papers JuBt a few weeks 
after the close of the strike, will appreciate 
the fact that this was done by the Audit 
-
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Department of the nternatiooal, and 1B an 
txcellent sample • I quick and thorough 
itrike auditing. I fact, our local unions 
ûave been prolltinf yearly by thousands of 
dollars, owing to tl » existence of our Audit 
Department. In rder to have an even 
more perfect confc >1 over the finances of 
>nr locals, we req Ire the help of clerks 
to go over the gre a sheets, which are be-
¿g sent to our oE :e monthly. This 1B a 
fiatter which InvoJ es additional expenses, 
»nd we have heslt ted in incurring them, 
|rst because we di not feel warranted In 
Joing so, and secoi lly because we thought 
Jhat as long as o r locals have not con-
tributed anything t wards the maintenance 
of the Audit Depa tment, we were not in 
a position to go a' aad and Increase these 
expenses. I subi It the matter to this 
meeting for sugget Ions. 
A very urgent : atter, which has been 
Aid over for final ictlon to this meeting, 
and which cannot any further be post-
poned. Is the quei Ion of the publication 
of the official joun U of the International, 
The Ladies' ti&rmc it Worker, in Its pros-
ent form and at it present expense. The 
convention has aut orized UB to make suit-
able changes, and i e all feel that the jour-
nal In its present fc m and contents. Is only 
a waste of money. The highly increased 
cost of paper has r ised up the publication 
price of the journ 1. A plan of changes 
must be adopted it mediately. This meet-
ing should confili r the advisability of 
amalgamation with such of our papers that 
are willing and r -tdy to unite with us. 
But it must be dor < now, at this meeting; 
It should not be pi ttponed any longer. 
We called toge ìer a meeting of the 
Educational Como ttee on December 9th. 
A plan of action ' as prepared and some 
preliminary stops ere taken to carry out 
the program, but f rther work was halted, 
as we did not thin! It advisable to proceed 
without your advU >. 
The General OC ;e has sent out to all 
locals an appeal o behalf of the five In-
dicted union peopl in San Francisco, vic-
tims of a daatardlj plot to crush unionism 
on the Coast Th : plot has been In tho 
hatching for years ast. The International 
Defense Commute* of San Francisco had 
requested our aid nd we in turn brought 
ibis matter to our locals with some good 
m u i u . . 
Our Appeal Board, consisting of Bro* 
Metz, Ninfo, Halpern and Wander, haa ha-1 
two meetings and considered about a dozer 
cases. Tho work of this committee Is on-
of tho hardest and most difficult wo liar-
on hand, and In connection with It I wisi 
to propose that some radical changes t» 
made in regard to the nature of cases tini 
aro properly within the Jurisdiction of thl 
board. In my view, decisions on cases o' 
shop fines, which are being passed upon b\ 
tho locals and Joint Boards, ought to l" 
made final in these locals and boards on-: 
not be taken up by our Appeal Commute-
In fact, our committee should be made -. 
Court of Appeals on constitutional, intor 
local questions and charges of a higher an»l 
Important calibre, If we are to retain th-
prosttge and Influence of this Commute 
If not, I believe, this committee will di»-
integrate and lose its standing and lmpori 
ance. 
I have touched only superficially on 
many matters, and perhaps omitted mam 
that I should have mentioned. I trusi 
some of these will come up during lb-
course of this meeting. I have not beoi 
feeling well during the last week or BO, n-
I have been confined to tho house, ow!in-
to Injuries sustained in an automobile a-
cldent, and I hope you will be indulgen-
with me and receive this report in you* 
usual fraternal spirit 
Respectfully yours, 
AB. BAROFF, 
General Secretary Treasurer 
LOCAL QUESTIONS AND DECISIONS 
Brother Sapin, a member of tho Exum 
tive Board of Local No. 1, made a lengtn 
statement calling in question the legally 
of the recent elections in that local. H< 
cited facts to prove his point Brotlx 
Kovlnsky, president of the Joint Board oi 
New York, corroborated the chargo '> 
evidence brought out In an Investlgatio-
conducted by the Joint Board. Addition;' 
evidence was given by other members wb 
witnessed the scenes at the elections u 
several parts of New York City. Ono c 
tho points brought out was that the ole-
tion was not conducted by ballot, in o 
cordance with the constitution of the I. ' 
G. W. U. but by a show of hands. 
After due consideration of tho matte' 
tho General Executive Board deplored th>' 
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necessity for charges of this kind a t this 
(imo, when It behooves all par t ies and sec-
itons to present a uni ted front, and ruled: 
1. Tha t a new election of the Executive 
Hoard of Local No. 1 shall t ake place in 
all sections Wednesday evenings, January 
24 and 3 1 , respectively. 
2. T h a t t he election shal l be carried out 
by ballot unde r the supervision of the fol-
lowing commit tee of t he G. E . B. : Secre-
tary-Treasurer Ab. Baroff and Vlce-Presl-
ilìtits E lmer Rosenberg, H. Wander , 
Fannia CoUu uuU M. A imi m . 
RULING A3 TO MEMBERS LEAVING THE 
TRADE 
Vice-Presidents S. Lefkovlts, J. Halporn 
aid Miss F . Cohn, appointed a committee 
to study the resolut ions adopted a t the re-
cent convention in r ega rd to members 
leaving tho t rade , reported that , having 
consulted Vice-President Pierce and Bro . 
H. Greenberg, who had been chairman and 
secretary respectively of tho Committee on 
law, they found t h a t Resolut ion No. 164 
was a subs t i tu te for all t he o the r resolu-
tions on the subject and the only one ac-
cepted by the convent ion. Pres ident 
S;hleslnger, a s cha i rman of tho convention 
a: tho t ime In quest ion, and some of the 
members of t he board, confirmed this 
opinion. The meet ing therefore declared 
all resolut ions on thlB subjec t null and 
void, except Resolution No. 164, the only 
one expressive of t he wish of the conven-
tion. This resoluffflfi, or amendment to 
the- consti tut ion, r eads : 
"Any member w h o leaves h i s respective 
irado mus t wi thdraw from the local union 
iijwn the reques t of t h o Local Union or <J. 
E. B. Should a m e m b e r refuse to t a k e ou t 
a wi thdrawal ca rd , t h e Local Union o r t h e 
G. E. B . shal l h a v e t h e r i g h t to expel such 
member*" 
WAIST, DRESS, WHITECOODS AND SKIRT 
WORKERS OF CHICAGO 
In a verbal repor t , Vice-President S. 
Seldman, a t present s ta t ioned in Chicago 
a? general organizer , repor ted t ha t a very 
lively and successful campaign was being 
carried on in t ha t city, a ssur ing tho or-
ganizing of t he waist , d ress and o ther 
workers before t he season. Ho was very 
optimistic a b o u t t he favorable outcome, 
resulting In tho recognit ion of tho union. 
The n r m of Riback d ischarged six gir ls 
for jo in ing the organization. He t r ied to 
re ins ta te t he g i r l s b u t failed; and as the 
firm was s tubborn , b e was compelled, to 
call a s t r ike of 150 gir ls employed In the i r 
factory. When tho str ike was a week old, 
the Arm realized the i r mistake and settled 
the dispute , re ins ta t ing the g i r l s and 
gran t ing an increase of 10 per cent and 
recognit ion of a price committee In the 
shop. ThlB had a very good effect on the 
Industry, and the workers are flocking to 
tho union by tho hundreds . He asked the 
General Executive Board to indorse a gen-
eral s t r ike In the waist, dress, whi te goodB 
a n d s k i r t i ndus t ry of Chicago. 
P re s iden t Schleslngor expressed bis 
hope In the possibility of tho Chicago 
manufac tu re r s realizing the de terminat ion 
of t he union to establish be t te r condit ions 
for t he workers In t he industry and agree-
ing to meet tho demands of the union. If, 
however, t he manufac turers should be 
s tubborn , there remained tho only a l t e rna-
tive of call ing a s t r ike . 
Agreed to endorse a general s t r ike in 
t he Chicago waist, dress, white goods and 
sk i r t Industry , and place the ent i re ma t te r 
in the hands of President Schlesinger. 
LOCALS NOS. 1 AND IT—QUESTION OF 
TRANSFERS 
Brothers Heller and Plaster , a commit-
t ee from Local 17, called the a t t en t ion of 
tho board to the decision of the i r local, in 
forco since J a n u a r y 1, 1917, to raise the 
weekly dues to 26 cents. Of this , five 
cents Is p u t In an emergency fund, nine 
cents goes In per capita to t he Joint 
Board; four cents Is paid in per capita to 
tho Internat ional as from Februa ry , 1917, 
and seven cents remains for local ex-
penses. The decision has caused much dis-
content in t he shopB where m e m b e r s of 
Local 1 and o ther locals a r e working. 
Those aro ge t t ing all the beuefits of tho 
union while paying to thoir locals 16 cents 
pe r week only. They demand that every 
worker In t he shops under the Jurisdiction 
of Local 17 shal l pay the same a m o u n t of 
dues or shall be t ransferred to Local 17. 
The local upholds th i s demand as a j u s t 
one. If no t carried ou t , t he difference In 
the a m o u n t of dues is bound to have an 
Injurious effect on the i r organized r anks . 
T h e commi t t ee a lso called a t t en t ion t o 
tho const i tu t ional r igh t of ask ing the 
workers to be t ransferred to the i r local 
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according to Artici» 17» Section 9, which 
- reads , tha t " any mc nber In good s tand ing 
of the I. L. G. w . L' shall be pe rmi t t ed to 
work fourteen day¡ In a branch of t rade 
controlled by anoth T local union wi thou t 
t ransferr ing his ine abershlp." After that 
period they clatmec the r ight to Insis t on 
members of o ther locals t ransfer r ing to 
their local. \ 
The committee : a r ther requested tha t 
the widow of t h e la te Bro ther M. G. Leader 
should be declared entit led to the Insur-
ance paid by the In ernat lonal a t one t ime, 
as the late brothe had been Insured In 
t h e original fund. 
Agreed to infornr all secretaries of locals 
t h a t they a re not tc withold t ransfers from 
members in good st .ndlng, and tha t Art icle 
117, Section 9, of t e consti tution m u s t be 
observed by ali ou locals. As to tho sec-
ond request of Lot ;1 17, it was decided to 
appoint a comm!tt< 3 to look up the m a t t e r 
and repor t to the ìext quar te r ly meet ing. 
ENDORSING STRIKE , IF PEACEABLE MEANS 
FAIL 
Brother Shore, 
Goods Workers V 
oned the Board c 
conferences with 
Manufacturers ' As 
renewal of the c 
the reques t of th 
conditions of lab 
between the parti 
behalf of bis loca 
their moral supp 
s t r ike in the indu 
Pres ident Schl< 
the good work o 
services of B r o t t 
the local. Agree 
Local 62, and pi 
the hands of the 
Communicatioi 
Board of Clnclnn 
be presented to 
submitted for ap 
carry out the d( 
and t h a t the Gen 
to act. A slmllr 
regard to comm 
Board of. Montre 
The, General 
finance t h e M. • 
necessary-
manager of the Whi te 
don, Local 62, enl ight -
i the progress of their 
the Cotton Garment 
oclatlon in regard to the 
llectlve agreement and 
workers for improved 
r. There was a b reak 
s on vital points and on 
he asked the Board for 
r t , Indorsing a general 
try, if necessary. 
Unger paid a t r i b u t e to 
Local 62 and the able 
>r Shore as manage r of 
to g ran t the reques t of 
ce the en t i re m a t t e r in 
îenera l Office. 
was read from the Joint 
.ti, in which demands to 
the manufacturers were 
rovai. - I t was dectdod to 
lsion of the convention, 
ral Office have ful l 'power 
decision was reached in 
nlcatlon from the Jo in t 
J. 
•fflce was empowered to 
C. s t r ike in Boston, if 
Agreed to gran t the reques t of t h e La-
dles ' Costume, Special Order and Altera-
tion Tailors ' Union, Local No. 80 (former-
ly Locals 30, 38 and G5) tor appoint ing a 
local manager , carrying on a vigorous agi-
tat ion for better working condition in the 
Industry, endorsing a general s t r ike and 
placing all tho ladies ' tai lors ' shops for 
raorly controlled by formor Local 38 undr-r 
the jurisdict ion of Local 80. 
The following mat te r s were referred in 
the General Office: 
Requests of the Pet t icoat Makers ' Loral 
46 and Ladies ' Neckwear "Worker*' Local 
108 respectively, for endorsement of gen-
eral s tr ikes. 
Request of the Ladles ' Tai lors Local 71 
for an organizer. 
Communication from Wrapper , Kimono 
and House Dress Makers ' Union Local 41 
in regard to their controversy with the 
employers ' association in their t r ade . 
Request of Local No. 8, Ladies' Garment 
Workers of San Francisco for an organizer 
for a shor t time. 
Request of the Raincoat Makers , Local 
No. 20 of New York and No. 7 of Boston, 
for a general organizer of the raincoat 
workers t h roughou t the country, was re-
ferrod to tho next quar ter ly meet ing. In 
the meant ime Pres ident Schleslnger was 
empowered to engage a manager for Local 
20. 
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS 
Vice-President Pierce was appointed 
delegate to the special convention on Jan-
uary 22, 1917, of the Massachuset ts Stale 
Federat ion of Labor a t Worcester . 
In reply to Sec. L. Langer of t h e New-
York Joint Board, the G. E. B. ru led that 
no local secretary ha s a r ight to refuse a 
t ransfer to any member , for every member 
Is entit led to this by tho terms of the In-
ternat ional consti tut ion. 
A commit tee was appointed to inves'i-
gate the question of t ransferr ing the fin-
ishers of Local 17 to Local 9 in accord-
ance with Resolution No. 128 of the last 
convention. 
The quest ion of a genoral I ta l ian organ-
i rer was referred to the next quarterly 
meeting. 
I t was decided to request the Educa-
tional Committee to present a repor t to the 
next quar ter ly meeting. 
Agreed to send a le t ter of thanks to Mr 
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Goorge W. Wrenn, President of tho Massa-
chusetts State Federation of Labor, and to 
all local unions In the Now England States 
for financial aid rendorod to our Spring-
add local union In the strike against tho 
Hay Stato Corset Company. 
The question of extending the Auditing 
Department of the International was re-
ferred to tho New York Committee of the 
Hoard. 
As to the official magazine of tho Inter-
national, the I*adies «arment Worker, and 
the possibility of amalgamating with some 
of the local publications, the mailer was 
referred for study to a commit'ee consist-
ing of President Schlestnger and Vico 
Presidents Elmer Rosenberg, H. Wander 
and S. Ninfo, with instructions to submit a 
concrete plan at the next quarterly meet-
ing for consideration. 
AB- BAROFF, 
General Secretary-Treasurer 
Reports of Our General Organizers 
CO VERINO E X T E N S I V E ORGANIZING O P E R A T I O N S IN NEW YORK. BALTlMOftE. 
N E W A R K , N. J „ M I D D L E - W E S T E R N C E N T E R S AND CANADA. 
PETTICOAT MAKERS AND LATHES* 
NECKWEAR WORKERS 
Itenort of Vice-President Fannia M. Colin 
1 wsB appointed general organizer on 
December 6, 1916, and was placed In 
charge of the Petticoat Makers' Union. 
Local 46, and Neckwear and Novelty Cut-
tors' Union, Local 108. 
I found in Local 46 a small number of 
members, and among them a tew cutters. 
After I ylslted most of the shops and spoke 
with some of the workers, I learned that 
It has been very dull In tbls trade for the 
last seven months, and that there was no 
winter season at all. Many of tho workers 
who had once belonged to the union and 
had been active, were disappointed because 
their expectation that In the beginning of 
1916 demands would, be submitted to the 
employers, was noffulfilled. Everything 
possible was done by me to obtain their 
confidence nnd to assuro them that the 
present organization work will not bo given 
«P. 
My first effort was to organize an or-
ganization committee of at least two work-
ers of every shop. So far I succeeded in 
getting into that committee workers of 
many shops. 
A conference was called for January 2, 
1917, to formulate demands on the em-
ployers. The workers of ten shops at-
tended, and a committee was elected to 
irame the demands. We decided to have 
a mass meeting at tho end of January, 
when, usually, the spring season begins. 
We also tried to reach the workers 
through leaflets and through tbe press. So 
far we succeeded in getting In a number of 
new members. 
I found no record as to tho number of 
workers omployed In this trade, and the 
dullness In the sbopB made It difficult for 
mo to investigate the exact number. Bui 
In my estimation the number will not ex-
ceed two thousand; about thlrty-flv© per 
cent are Italians. 
On December 19, 1916, forty workers pf 
Sperling's place. 93 Prince Street, went ou 
strike, when two examiners were dis-
charged. After a day and a half tho firm 
was compelled to reinstate the two girle 
and tbe workers returned to wcrk. 
The mass meeting of ladles' neckwear 
workers on December 19 was not success-
ful on account of dullness In the trade. 
In the ladies' neckwear trade between 
4,000 and 5,000 workers are employed. 
This trade is more specialized, and if wo 
should succoed in organizing fifty per cent 
of the workers we could get an agreement 
with tho employers' association. 
It is expected that the spring season will 
bo one of the best. The reason is that 
novelties, which were always imported, 
will now be made in tho United States. 
I am assisted in my work by Brother J. 
Greenberger, who spends his entire time 
with the Neckwear Cutters' Union, Local 
108, and Brother Vogel, whose services as 
organizer were retained by the G. E. B. 
In the next few weeks, when it win get 
busy, I will be in a position to tell what 
the chances are of building organizations 
In these two trades. 
Respectfully submitted, 
FANNIA M, COHN. 
Í 
It THH LADIES1 GARMENT WOBKEB 
DC SPRIXGFT IÜD, MASS., AND 
BALTÏ ORE, MD. 
Report oí Vice-Pr sldent John F . Fierce 
Immediately afte 
I returned to Sprit 
strike of Local N 
State Corset Compi 
since September ; 
strikers very deter 
and seat committ 
cities In Massachu 
our recent convention 
;fleld. Mass., where the 
. 56 against tho Bay 
ay has been In progress 
;, 1916. I found the 
lined to stay on strike, 
is to all tho principal 
itts to raise funds. 
During Novemb-
was Issued after a 
courts, against tl 
agents doing any 
time the firm enga 
cester, Mass., by 
England Corset C 
work. Efforts we 
In this factory, br 
been organized, a 
Ing a campaign Ir 
time taking care 
lng our different 
Our bJcals In W 
assistance. I pie 
and called shop 
needed to Insure 
remain on the gr< 
was unable to d 
shop flourished. 
* a sweeping injunction 
line weeks' flght in the 
ï local, Its officers or 
tcketlng. In the moan-
ed a contractor In Wor-
the name of the New 
>mpany, to make their 
: made to stop the work 
the workers had never 
d it meant really start-
Worcester. I spent my 
f the strikers and visit-
locals In the vicinity, 
rcester rendered ©very 
;ed girls in the factory 
leetings, but whatNwas 
mccess waa someone to 
Jnd continually. This I 
, so naturally the scab 
The support g 
labor unions in tl 
surely deserves j 
(12,000 or mor 
source. The sari 
clals of the labor 
who showed our < 
and were ready 
possible. 
i-en the strikers by the 
3 State of Massachusetts 
•aJseworthy mention, as 
was raised from this 
i can be said of tho offi-
movement of that State, 
ïmmittoe every courtesy, 
o assist them whenever 
IN B> .TIMORE, MD. 
On December 
port in Baltimore 
who Informed nu 
oí the Baltimo 
headquarters at 
at present have 
Heaffley, organlz 
Brother Hyman . 
The shirt wai: 
try In Baltimor 
anticipated. 'Mot 
a mixed lino of n 
apparel—Bhlrta, 
3 I was Instructed to re-
to President Schleslnger, 
that I was to take charge 
3 campaign. I opened 
02 % Park Avenue, and 
Forking with me Miss L. 
r for the A. P. of L. and 
evin as-local organiser. 
; and white goods Indus-
is much larger than I 
every factory hero makes 
an'a and women'* wearing 
nlddy blouses, etc. 
Baltimore has always been known as K 
non-union city, and consequently wage» am 
very poor. As far as Unionism is con-
cerned, the girls in the trade know abso 
lutely nothing about it. They have lived In 
that self satisfied rut so long that they 
take any price the employer offers. Ther« 
are shops in Baltimore that pay as low as 
52 conta a dozen for making middy blouse* 
complete, and the firm of Wise Bros, has 
compelled girls to run two buttonhole ma-
chines at the same time, arid they pay 2 ^ 
cents for a hundred buttonholes. The cui-
ting branch of the industry Is so poorly 
paid that it is a menace to our organized 
cutters. Expert markers receive $14 ami 
$15 per week. In rare cases they get as 
high as $16-$17. Experienced machino 
cutters receive from $10 to $14 per week, 
while in Philadelphia and New York thoy 
are paid $25 and $29 respectively. 
Then we have another element to figur-
ón, which la new to our trade, and that ic 
the number of colored people employed aa 
pressors and operators. During our short 
stay in Baltimore we have won tho confi-
dence of a number of these colored people, 
and from every Indication it appears that 
they will form a very large and compost 
part of our movement In Baltimore, as thoy 
number between two and three thousand 
workers. A fair estimate of the number 
of workers in the trade in Baltimore would 
be 12,000 to 15,000. 
The Cutters Local No. 110, though only 
organized two weeks, have over 350 mem-
bers and are enthusiastic and anxious for 
a union. Wo have had several cases of 
discharge among the cutters for their ac-
tivity, and at present have a strike of seven 
+men due to the same cause. 
If we are to bo successful In Baltimore. 
\we must be ready to spend considerable 
[money, and It Is my opinion that two girls 
working in the trade at present should be 
engaged to assist Mrs. Heaffley, and a col-
ored man to assist In organizing the col' 
ored workers. 
Sentiment Is growing more and more for 
our movement In this city, and we can only 
keep it coming In our direction by an 
aggressive campaign. I trust tha t some 
action will be takon by the G. E. B., look-
ing toward a continuation of the campaign 
in Baltimore. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN F. PJBBCE. 
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IN C L B V E I Í A N P AND CINCINNATI 
Keport of Vlco-i r¡•-:,-;.-viÎ M. Per i r te lo 
Coming back to Cleveland after iho con-
vention 1 tried to keep up the organisa-
i ion w© succeeded In building up, and got 
;io members of the Union to stick to-
, • • !'-r. paf their duet and wait with bright 
hope for the near future to accomplish 
Frettar thing*. 
A* ROOD as the season woe over, «orne of 
•lin manufac tu ren—the Sunshine Cloak 
'ompany. Prince-Wolf and a few others— 
-fischarged the few active men they had in 
!h*lr shops. The discharged people rc-
qnested that action should be token to re-
ino tato them. It was the beginning of the 
di l l season, and we convinced the people 
' b i t action at that time would br ing no 
r pun Its. The majority of the people agreed 
with us that we must wait until the proper 
time will come. This resul ted in a sl ight 
tettiack, and we s tar ted t o ag l ia te for 
«trikes In nil shops where ou r people wore 
•¡«•criminated agc ins t The agitation 
srcttight new life into the organlzatlon-
when President Scbleslnger caino wo 
discussed Üie situation thoroughly and 
'time to t h e conclusion that something 
definite must be doue In the coming sprlug 
season, t ha t s tr ikes should bo called in the 
fthups of manufacturers who discharged 
our people, and t l a t we should not only 
demand their reinstatement bu t also the 
odíela! recognition of the union. 
We held a mass meeting which was at-
tended by over 1.090 people. At tho mass 
a n t i n g a committee of pressors requested 
ProcMeBt Ochlcsuager'a advice as w the 
calling of a general s t r ike In the pressing 
industry this season. Wo agreed tha t it 
«ould be a good idea, if we should be able 
to set ou t aH the pressors In the City on 
*t"ke, and after President Schlealngef left 
• « aiarted p repa r i tg certain shops for t h i s 
»tep. We must, however, remember tha t 
'o settle such str ikes without the recognl-
Hon of the union doesn't amount to much. 
At present the majority of the discharged 
propio are working In other shops. Our 
Policy Is, t ha t In acy single s t r ike | h e peo-
ple of Cleveland will have to suppor t i t by 
paring S per coat of their wages, and we 
«m telling thorn to make no mistake about 
i t 
la t h e meant ime t rouble developed a t 
tho Eéllar-Kohn Company. This shop had 
a s t r ike for ton days dur ing the last win-
ter season, and the workers succeeded lo 
gett ing certain confessions. H le one of 
the big abopa where the workers are more 
or lens under the Influence of the union 
and w* did not c x p ^ t any trouble this 
season. The manufacturer , however, wished 
to get entirely rid of the anion Influence 
and offered bla workers the following 
proposition: All thou*» working In the shop 
for a yew. obeying rules and regulations 
and being loyal to the Arm. would get a 
10 per c(nt bonus. Those leaving or being 
discharged for not obeying certain rules 
will not be entitled to this bonus. Upon 
request the people dlgned this proposition 
without consulting us. Th«* Arm. white 
making this proposition, attacked the 
union, telling the people that outsiders a re 
Interferlag In the affairs of Cleveland wifb 
the object of t ak ing away the t rade to 
o t h e r c i t e s . 
We came to the conclusion tha t the 
bo DU a DVafMi) of 1M» Orni munt be fought. 
Wo called the people to « shop meeting 
and aro conducting a vigorous agitation 
against tho new syatem. 
Prom report* received. I feel confident 
that the bonus system will bo abolished, 
other ccncesplons will be granted, and 
every ono working ID that shop in the tail-
oring department will have to become a 
member In good standing with the union. 
F o r tho flrat t ime In. tho history of 
Cleveland two manufacturera replied t o 
let ters addressed to them by the union. In 
one of these shops two pressera wore dis-
chorped. Wo wcro sukud lu come up and 
talk matters ovar. W© could not agree, 
and a s t r ike * u ordered In that shop. 
Thereupon the Una agreed to refer the 
caso to arbitrat ion. 
Another case was at the Pollock & Sell-
man Company, a middle-sited shop ; hut 
this case Is still pending. 
As to the question of tho pressera, we 
have started a s t rong agitation for a gen-
eral strike and tho prcsserB aro gradual ly 
falling In lino. We had a very enthusias-
tic meeting and a vote on the question was 
taken. The genoral Impression 1s that the 
pressors of the blc firms will wnlir out 
when cnllod. My own opinion la that we 
should absolutely take a chanco and call a 
s t r ike of tho pressors. 
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•doing constructive, work, the majority of 
When President S^hleslnger w a s h W w e ; lhÌB committee ^ngaged^ ini tebaUng the 
IN Oí'3NATTI 
settlement can be reached, a strike shouldlgsuestion of Jurisdiction between the|Joint 
be called. Presiden* Schleslnger instructed 
me to spend two or three days of my time 
every week In Cin< nnati and help In the 
organisation work. 
The* situation In Cincinnati is perfectly 
favorable. People iire answering the call 
of the organization; and they are ready to 
do whatever the ui^on will tell them. Tfce 
people of the Bish Jp-Stern-Steln Company 
are also in line awd ready to respond to 
every call. We aiîî doing our utmost to, 
bring In the cutte i and the gentile girls 
and preparing tbei for the time when the 
strike will have to ¡be called. Last week a 
special meeting to lacuna demands was at-
tended by ovpr 3<- i people and was very 
enthusiastic. 
Respectfully submitted, 
M. PERLSTEIN. Â 
THE A W A K K N T N : I IN TORONTO, CAN. í 
Report of Vice-: resident S. Koldofsky 
On coming bac from our Philadelphia 
Convention and tti.i first General Executive 
Board meeting in New York, I found our 
local organization In Toronto In a gloomy 
and discouraging tate, the same as before. 
Our total membej hip In all the locals did 
not exceed 250, a id all our treasuries con-
tained a total si. n of about Î400. The 
"Cotters' Local N»;. 83 was practically ont 
of existence: an Local No. 70, Skirt-
makers, consistei' of about twenty mem-
bers, and had a many dollars In their 
treasury. Signs < f life were yet noticeable 
In the Operators'Local No. 14, and partly 
also In the Pressi ra' Local No. 92, but this 
"life" a t the tlm} meant quarrels and dis-
agreements a m o r ; the active element. 
True, the first visit of President Schles-
lnger to Toronto n September last created 
a sentiment amó g our cloakmakers for a 
strong union, bi't owing to Inner dissen-
sions the good ^ >rk was not continued by 
our Joint Board. : 
Before I left ;or the convention I suc-
ceeded In gettir ; elected an organization 
committee of twjnty-flve members to start 
an organizing c .mpalgn. But Instead-of 
;\Board and the organization as to which 
'ibody shall have the^managlng power over 
the campaign. Under such circumstances, 
though I had been elected organizer, by 
this body, I could not a t that time see my 
way clear to start an organizing campaign 
on a big scale. 
After a series of meetings with the bel-
ligerent parties, opponents and friends, ;we 
succeeded In coming to some understand-
ing, and although I had been appointed by 
the Goneral Executive Board as organizer 
for Canada, I waa billing for the sake of 
democracy (which, by the way, Is strongly 
developed among our Toronto "cloak-
makers) to have my name placed on the 
ballot with two other candidates running 
for the office of business manager for thV 
Joint Board, to be able to act as such, 
while organizer for our International 
Union. 
On Sunday, November 12th, at a general 
members' meeting, I was elected by a big 
majority over the two candidates. On 
Monday, November 13, I assumed the:of-
flce and Immediately engaged Mr. T. Black 
as organizer of the gentile workers In ¡She 
trade. 
The aim of the campaign was to build 
up a strong organization and submit de-
mands to the manufacturers for a higher 
standard ot wages, shorter hours, union 
conditions In our shops, etc., In the coming 
spring season. I called district and shop 
meetings daily, distributed leaflets. Insert-
ed advertisements In the press,-held fre-
quent mass meetings, Issued appeals to 
cloakmakers through the various branches 
of the Workmen'» Circi© and other such 
societies to Join the union; Interviewed 
personally the more skilled workers in the 
trade, who have an Influence over their 
colleagues In their shops and employed 
similar means; 
The meetings of the larger and entirely 
unorganized shops proved a success. They 
were extraordinarily well attended and the 
workers joined the union, shop by shop. 
The gentile women in the trade, who work 
for the T. Eaton Company and other fac-
tories, came gladly to the meetings espé-
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- s u r arranged for thorn and appliid for 
ncTnOprshlp in the union-
!n a couple of week» Ih') camprticn as-
,iimcd «iirb big proportion*! tha t i t bucamo 
ih» lalk of the town; and at the mass 
tai-ciing In Lyric Theatre , in the earlier 
purl of December, where President Bcnlea-
liuter was the foremost speaker, some 
1,500 worker* were present and about Uva 
hundred could not gel (trtmlsslon. for the 
place v u crowded. 
Our English press, which, as a rule, 
.Kiioren everything concerning -ewlsb 
<I[)|IIIIK. devoted much space- Every paper 
reported tho speeches <»f the meeting In 
vrt'- The Olobo. tho most iniìuoatial news-
paper in Toronto, published only recently 
j very clever statement by president 
«iili-ingcr 
The success of tho campaign was a sur-
prim lo the manufacturers They got 
r*r>'<l The last fall season was e very 
•cor one, and they were In the process of 
r.iklng preparations for a big sprint? sea-
en, but the audden growth of our union 
'rtihiened Them, and they i m mid i aí el y 
tdoptcd means t o weaken tho campaign 
r v y knew that using tho old methods of 
i>?rr»it(on would only add oil to th? fire, 
ird :hef-pfore they adopted more humane 
•a'ihfuÎB. Thus the T. F-aton Co. employ-
a i over J.If") worker*, mostly genti le 
*oc!«n. reduced th'i work hours to forty-
'o'ir p«r week and increased the wages 
ntbsiantially. Strict orders wore given to 
mifiaecrB and foremen to treat the em-
flarecs. espoclolly th»> women, politWy and 
nut to dismtw* tho t ime workers who did 
nnt produco RUfflclent work in proportion 
i» their wage», a s It had been always the 
MW». They also made o ther concessions. 
Th« T. Eaton Co. was eoon followed by 
titer big manufac tu re r s—-the Canada 
"loak Co., John Northways. and tho Conti-
.••ntal Cloalt Co.—reducing the working 
*pk io forty four and raising the wages. 
-*« huter uireo firms employ abou*. 300 
«rkers. Lately the workers of the 
'farlo Cloak Co. demandad tha t their 
'ork hours bo reduced to 44, which was 
'«DM. But these concessions, instead of 
""Mag tho Jewish workers nway from 
>!:>in|t the union, enthused them all the 
'
orv- but they Influenced a certain number 
:
 ih* gentile women workers in the trade, 
""ly In tho T. Ea ton shops. 
wHh the aid of Miss Hughs w* have 
lately utarte-d organising a Trade Untoti 
l e a g u e of tho progred ivo and influential 
women In town, with good réunit*. Wa 
hope that this will help ua much In organ-
izing tho gentile wprtien workers In our 
t rade 
Wo have opened a spécial offlc» for the 
non-Jewiah women member^ in a good 
locality, under the auspices of Mia* Harr i -
son, our organi ior , who wa« appointed 
four weeks ago to work among the gentile 
«*onum. The number of members in good 
standing In our various locala, up to Janu-
ary DrBt, including operators,, finishers. 
gkirtmnkorB. cut ters , presterà, raincoat 
n>akera and non-Jewish girl* in our Wom-
en 's Brelich, la extremely encourAKlrig 
In the cloak and sk i r t Industry of Toron-
to there a re about 2.300 workers employed 
In thirty-three nhops. Out of 1 his* number 
about 1,1 GO a re working in the four shops 
of the T Katon Co.. and the remaining 
1.2O0 aro scattered among the other 
twenty-nine shops. This number Includes 
(tbDut 650 gentile women worker» i Cana-
dian or English born) and about 200 men. 
cu t te r s and pressors .Vfofl! of th* English 
women are employed at sk i r t s 
Two systems of work -week and piece 
work—prevail in the industry In s*>*«*o 
shops, wher» almost one half of (bo t rade 
J? employed, tho week work system pre-
vails. The week workers am subject to 
the system of " task work ," that means 
tliat tho workers must produce work ac-
cording to the i r wages and prices esti-
mated by the employers themselves, in 
case the worker does not produrr the de-
sired proportion he is dismissed. There Is 
also i n ^ h e shops working week work the 
bonus system, hut very few workers gain 
anything thereby, because ns soon as some 
get something out of tho bonus Hie prices 
a re reduced accordingly. 
In moat of the pteco work shop» the 
work prlcea aro settled by a price commit-
tee with the employer. In the so phops the 
pressera work piece work and mostly also 
tho underprcBoem. 
A considerable number of complaints , 
mostly discharge cases, have beef settled 
In favor of the union, with tho exception 
of one case still pending. One dispute was 
sett led through tho Manufacturers ' Associ-
ation. 
In general , high spirita now prevail 
among tho members The various locals 
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have drawn up ¿üsmands to be presented 
to the manufactn:, >rs before the end of the 
month, and the "Confidence of the mem-
bers Is a good B1(; for the future. 
With the aid o our International Union 
we shall attain r îtter conditions of work 
in our shops for :he next season, and the 
workers are reatjf to stand by their just 
demands. 
With f: tornai greetings, 
S. KOLDOFSKY. 
OUR MOVEMENT IN NEWARK, N. J. 
By t. PORTNOV 
Ganara! Or* nixor of Local No, Ul 
The readers of the Ladles Garment 
Worker are aire ,dy familiar with the situ-
ation In Newari It Is enough to form an 
Idea of our movement from the fact that 
the workers, 1-oklng to our union for 
forcing improve nents in their trade con-
"dltlons, are Jue those, who in New York 
are most dlfflct t to organize — American 
and Italian gir , who until recently have 
taken little Interest in the movement. 
The fact th* we had been compelled to 
postpone our .organizing campaign last 
year has not one our union any good. 
Some workers I :amod us for Inducing them 
to join our fo ;cs and pay initiation fee. 
Others who h i t realised the necessity of 
the movement and had promised to help 
us in the wor ;, felt deeply disappointed 
and nearly los hope for a strong union. 
When the t «son started we began to 
look for new t earn and methods, as those 
of last year hi ;i brought no results. 
First of all ve wished to reach and get 
the girls toge 1er. We wanted our union 
and our move lent to be the talk of New-
ark, and we ' >ok a chance; engaging the 
biggest hall li Newark for a ball. 
We had previously conducted a strike 
for fourteen T îeks and did not have a cent 
In our treasm l\ Yet we managed to spend 
$460 on the all. 
There wer* those who laughed In their 
sleeves that : union such as ours, having 
to struggle [ally for existence, should 
t waste money >n a ball. But our commit-
tee worked lay and night, sparing no 
effort. . Whei > two and three met together 
they got sona « advertisement for our ball» 
which beeam thè talk of the day. 
On the e v n l n g of the ball, November 
29, our committee stood at the hall doorjlv 
until 9 p. ra. with clouded brows and 
anxious faces. Rain was coming down in 
torrents, making It almost Impossible i ¡r 
anyone to attend the ball. We saw iiur-; 
money and energy misspent and our hopos 
lost But when the hour struck nine, oír 
sky of hope brightened. Crowds of people 
were seen wendlngjthelr way to the hall. 
At 10 p. m. we had to close the doors: as 
the hall was overfilled. We not only rr i 
ized our expenses but several hundred 'dol-
lars besides, which will come very handy; 
Tbia first good fortune gave us fresh ; 
courage. The big advertisement and re-
port in the papers about our succès? 
brought new forces into our ranks. West 
once began arranging mass meetings and; 
shop meetings. 
Most of our workers are Christians and 
members of churches; so we held the first 
shop meeting in a church. One hundred 
girls secretly got together and came to this: 
meeting direct from work/ The beauty of 
the inner surroundings of the church and 
the mystery in which everything within 
seemed to be wrapt up gave the meeting a 
peculiar, shall I say, a sacred character-
Mrs. Macdonald spoke with Are and all the 
girlB present Joined the union. 
The next morning when the employer oí 
the shop discovered what had taken place 
the evening before, he called the workers 
together and asked who of them had at-
tended the meeting. The 100 workers said 
with one voice that they all had beca 
there. 
Reflecting that to be angry and grouch; I 
would do no good he gave them all Christ-1 
mas presents and extra pay of one week'* 1 
wages and promised them all good thing* I 
if they Would only keep away from the I 
union, but the girls knew what It was that I 
had made blm so nice. It was their neV-I 
born spirit, their courage and their desìi* 1 
to become free and independent througii I 
organized self help. I 
The news of the Incident spread rapldli I 
In other shops and made our work oil 
calling shop meetings easier for us. ^ ' 1 
have since held a number of shop meettnpB 
In churches and balls, with good results. I 
We are busily preparing for the generila 
strike, and with the help of the Interns-! 
tlonal we shall soon have the first a^B 
foremost union of American girla In th(B 
United States.' I 
I t 
Reform and Reorganization of Our 
Boston Locals 
Report of Special Committee Consisting of Secretary Ab. Baroff and 
Vice-President S. Lofkovits 
Tho first quarterly meeting of the Gen-
eral Executive Board on October 30 de-
cided to carry out the mandate of the 
convention to reorganize the locals of the 
Joint Board of Boston. 
You will remember that President 
Schlesinger and Vice-Presidents S. Lefko-
vlis and S. Metz were ihen elected to pro-
coed to Boston and to do all in their power 
to restore order In the locals. Owing to 
certain developments President Schlesinger 
was prevented from leaving New York, and 
Vice-President Metz accepted the manager-
ship of Local 1?; so Vice-President Lefko-
vtts and myself, advised by President 
Schlesinger, proceeded to Boston to carry 
out the decision of the convention. The 
flrBt thing wo did upon arriving in Boston, 
on November 3rd, was to take legal advice 
and gather precise Information regarding 
the situation. 
We visited the onice of Local 49, Waist-
makers' Union, addrjasfid a meeting of the 
strikers of the M. &C. Skirt shop, met the 
strlko committee, and went over the entire 
situation of that strike. 
In regard to the situation In the locals, 
we had a meeting with the loyal members 
of the four locals, nnd it was agreed to 
elect a committee of eight, two from each 
local, who were to furnish us with lists of 
names of their best and loyal members, 
from which the committee of the G. E. B. 
might select and appoint the necessary 
officers. 
On November 5 wo again met a group 
of workers of tho cloak industry, with 
whom we had a heart-to-heart talk. We 
received a committee from the Raincoat 
Makers' Local 7, who placed certain Infor-
mation before us. In the afternoon of the 
'ame day we attended a meeting of the La-
àlea* Tailors. 
On November 6 we met again with the 
M. & C. strikers, and interviewed many 
individual workers, from whom we learned 
» lot concerning the Intolerable practices 
¡tint prevailed In the Boston locals. In the 
evening we met Mr. Bergson of the M. ft C. 
Skirt Company, to whom we had been re-
ferred by Mr. Kopeloff. After a long con-
ference we could not reach any decision, 
as tho representative of the firm took the 
attitude that we must first call off the 
strike and then leavo to their good hearts 
and judgment the adjustment of the dis-
pute. We could not agree on this. Before 
we parted, wo tried to impress Mr. Bergson 
that although we were not anxious for 
strikes, the unreasonable stand taken by 
his firm would compel the International to 
give all its assistance to the strikers. 
On Tuesday, November 7, a committee of 
finishers submitted their old grievances 
against Local 56 of which they are mom-
bers, stating that they were not taken care 
of and were discriminated against by the 
local administration. If given a separate 
charter, they would be able to take care of 
the conditions for the finishers. We In-
formed them that if, after order and har-
mony have been established In the locals, 
their Interests will not be protected by 
Local 66, the matter shall be given full 
consideration by the General Executive 
Board. 
On the same day we went over tho Hats 
of names submitted to us and met a group 
of loyal members and attended a joint 
meeting of all executive boards of the four 
locals. Practically all the members of these 
boards, with few exceptions, expressed 
their satisfaction with our mission, and 
welcomed us. We decided to re-establish 
the office of the Joint Board. 
A committee from Local 7 submitted 
various charges against H, D. Cohen, their 
organizer, and we promised to look Into 
the" matter. 
Then we met the committee of thirty-Qve 
and announced names of appointed officers, 
who were approved. AU agreed tha t the 
selections made by the committee were the 
best that could possibly bo made, and they 
were thankful for the patience and sinceri-
ty displayed by us In making these ap-
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polntmonts. >n the same evening we at-
tended a mee ng of the Executive Board 
of the Ladles' Tailors' Union, and also ad-
dressed the m mbers of the Wais tmakers ' 
Local 49. 
In referenc to Amsell and Ben. Horn, 
the lat ter clal led that all the accusations 
made against him were false, and the 
chaotic and ndeslrable conditions tha t 
prevailed In t e Boston locals should not 
be put on h raí Ho claimed tha t Mr. 
Abraham Kos nberg, who had been the 
manager for t' o years, was responsible for 
everything tha transpired In the office, and 
he could not andcrstand why he, Horn, 
should be blar ed for the conditions. We 
explained to H >rn and Amsell tha t if they 
or any memb< • of the Boston locals felt 
aggrieved, the should file complaints to 
the Q. E. B. 
On Thursde ', November 9, we had a 
mass meeting t the Fanuell Hall. When 
we arrived wc found the hall packed to 
the doors. T ere was no trouble what-
ever a t the m« sting. We told the cloak-
makers of the leclsloc of the last conven-
tion, and of o r efTorts dur ing our eight 
days ' s tay In : oston. Brother Baroff in-
stalled the ap olnted officers and Intro-
duced them to the workers as the future 
officers of the Boston locals. Rare en-
thusiasm prove led a t this meeting. 
We lmmedif ely Bent for Mr. Rabino-
vitch, our gon ral auditor, to audi t the 
books of all tfc : locals. In regard to the 
mat te r of Loca 7, wo decided to Instruct 
Brother A. Sn der, the new manager of 
the Boston Joli Board, to have a meeting 
with the local i lion, Investigate the entire 
situation, and ring in harmony, if possi-
ble. 
On Saturday afternoon we at tended a 
meeting of the Joint Board, appointed a 
Board of Direct rs and two business agents 
to hold office u: til January , 1917. We also 
Instructed the oint Board to take over 
the managemen of tha s t r ike a t tho M. & 
C. Skir t Compa ¡y, which up to tha t date 
had been condu ted by a committee of tho 
str ikers. Then irother Lefkovits re turned 
to New York, v Mie I remained for a few 
days longer. 
On Monday, ; ovember 13, I met a com-
mit tee of the \C i lstmakers ' Local 49, who 
requested the a* (stance of an organizer for 
four or five w< iks, to help organising a 
number of unorganized shops manufariu-
Ing house dresses and petticoats, which nr» 
In competition with the union sbojí* 
Thereby the International would s t rong^ 
en thei r local. I assured them that • 
General Executive Board would give <! ti^  
consideration to their request as soon a» 
possible. 
I made final plans with the Board ..' 
Directors of the Jo in t tloard in regard io 
taking care of tho M. & C- strike, and 'h* 
same evening a members ' meeting of Lc-aì 
56 was hold. Tho hall, which under fin-
old conditioaB had been often empty *\ 
meetings, was too small to hold all who 
came; there was not even enough standing 
room. Mouibera who had never partie! 
patcd In discussions for years, now fro'1!* 
discussed matters , and all expressed thanks 
to tho International for l iberating thpin 
from the tyrannical oppression of the oM 
local leaders and paid officers. It was ni> 
encouraging meeting. The workers felt 
that they had regained their autonomy. 
guaranteeing them the r ight of electing 
their representatives. In all previous elec-
tions tho rank and file had been dominate'-
and threatened, and many had been Insult-
ed and abused. 
I made It clear to the members of Loral 
56 tha t if they will act in the future as 
union men ought to act, we shall be g M 
and happy to restore their local autonom} 
This meeting was a pleasant surprise to 
the loyal members, and when It was ail 
journed, all felt that a new era was dawn-
ing in the Ilio of the Boston locals. I also 
Issued the following circular of warning 
and Information to all tho workers in th>* 
cloak and suit trade In Boston: 
TO ALL THE WORKERS IN THE CLOAK, SUII 
AND SKIRT TRADES IN THE 
CITY OF BOSTON 
The committee empowered by the Gen-
eral Executive Board or the Internationa! 
Ladles' Garment Workers ' Union to enact 
the decision of the Philadelphia Convention 
regarding the cloak situation In Boston. 
has fulfilled par t of Ita mission. A com-
plete change has been made In tho admin-
istration of :he Joint Board and the lo<-ai 
unions in Boston. A careful examinât'"* 
of all the candidates has resulted in the 
selection of proper men for the vario»»1 
boards and offices. We feel confldent that 
the appointed officers will appreciate tho 
duty and honor cast upon them and will 
conscientiously enforce the laws and tho 
rules of the organisation and will do every-
th ing In their ability to safeguard the in-
terests of the Boston Cloakmakers. 
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Brother A. Snydor has been appointed by 
the International as general organiser and 
manager of the Boston localB. It Is highly 
Important that each and everyone of the 
new officers should work In perfect har-
mony with Brother Snydor and that all the 
loyal members of the locals should assist 
lo maintain order at the meetings. The 
committee finds It important to appeal to 
ill BoBton cloakmakers to be loyal to the 
Union and to keep up the good name of our 
organization. 
Wo warn those who may attempt to in-
terfere with tho work of our new officers 
that they will bo branded aa traitors to the 
fause of labor; we shall be compelled to 
lake steps againBt all those who will try 
lo intimidate our new officers by force. The 
rule of chaos must cease and give way to 
moral influence, and wo shall exercise 
pvery power of law and order to bring that 
about. 
A now well-equipped Joint Board office 
has buen opened at 241 Treruont Street, 
where Manager Snyder and the newly ap-
pointed financial secretary, Brother Say-
vetz, will devote all their time to investi-
gate complaint» and to take care of the 
interests of the workers. Dues will be col-
lected at tho Joint Board exclusively. 
The committee of the International Ladles' 
Garment Workers' Union, 
A BAROFF, General Sec'y-Treas., 
S. LEFKOVITS, Vice-President. 
We have made arrangement* that In 
future all the dues are to bo collected at 
the office of the Joint Board, not as before, 
when every local collected dues separately. 
That enabled us to engage Brother Sayvetz 
aa secretary for tho Joint Board to take 
care of the financial department. Tho sec-
retaries of the locals vho, owing to the 
new arrangement will have very little to 
do in a financial way, will have desks for 
themselves in the office of tho Joint Board 
for transacting their business. 
Wo feel that our mission has been car-
ried out to the best of our abilities, and 
we hope that lu the future ilio Tioaton lo-
cals will be conducted In an honest and 
orderly manner, of which the International 
will feel proud. 
Fraternally yours, 
A. BAROFF, General Sec'y-Treas 
S. LEFKOVITS, Vice-President. 
Operation of New Agreement in New York 
Cloak Industry 
By MAX JblNKEMTEIN 
( Manager of A*locution Department) 
Keon curiosity has been manifested by 
many active members and numerous peo-
ple within and without the ranks of our 
International Union as to the operation of 
the now agreement in tho cloak sliops of 
(he Protec'lvo Association employers. 
Particularly interested In the subject are 
those who know the difference between 
the original protocol, tho revtsod agree-
ment of the Council of Conciliation and 
the present agreement 
It would bo difficult, and it is too early, 
to give a clear, definite answer to this 
question. One thing, however, is certain: 
the complicated condition of the cloak in-
dustry, with itsti^fQuent stylo changes, Its 
short seasons, its problems of week work 
End piece work, the evil of sub-niitnufac-
turing, etc., necessitates, In my opinion, a 
more elastic instrument for adjusting dis-
putes between employers and workers. 
But It Is not my object to analyze the 
present agreement, but rather to discuss 
the conditions in the shops under its 
operation. 
CALLOUS ATTITUDE OF EMPLOYERS 
There are 410 shops Whose owners are 
members of the association, and they em-
ploy in season approximately 22,000 work-
ers. The past fall season was an excep-
tionally poor one; a large percentage of 
the workers were working hui-Jiy four full 
weeks. Bearing in mind the bitter distress 
of the cloak makers after tho fourteen 
weekB* Btrlke, it Is easy to Imagine their 
growing feeling of disappointment. Yet 
our employers managed to aggravate an 
already intolerable situation. Many re-
morseless manufacturers took advantage 
of the workers' position and quickly set-
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tied prices so low that the mere eight of 
the shrunken p .y-envelope filled the 
workers with desp ir. 
This was follow id by a series of com-
plaints against I regular settlomont of 
prices. But In th i, as In all other ques-
tions of fúndame tal principle, touching 
the relations bet» ten our union and the 
association, the < illous attitude of the 
employers was cle rly revealed. In every 
complaint against irregular settlement of 
prices the cold ph ases of the agreement, 
page N o . . . . Artie e N o . . . . were quoted, 
as saying distinct r that "prices shall be 
settled" etc., ant if that had been ob-
served, there was 'nothing doing." 
The question of larnlngs was utterly Ig-
nored. The fact ti it workers cannot work 
efficiently when i srrled by the thought 
that their èarnin s are insufficient to 
maintain their f: milles was completely 
disregarded. Ever appeal to humane con-
sideration was mi ; by the rigid letter of 
the law of. the a reement. Thin left us 
only one alternat: e — to fight it out, to 
strike. But It wi ; rather risky to call a 
strike in every ca s of unfavorable settle-
ment of prices, so *e selected the best and 
strongest cases as i test. 
CAUSING SPON ANEOÜS STOPPAGES 
And In all cas< i where the union has 
forced a resettlenv it of prices by declaring 
a strike, our effi ts have been crowned 
with success. T e employers concerned 
felt compelled, w h the tacit consent of 
the association, to resettle and raise prices 
substantially. In (dentally a stream of 
complaints began pouring in with such 
tremendous foro as to threaten the 
sweeping away o all legal restrictions. 
Every morning lany protests were re-
ceived from the a 30cIation that here and 
there the worker* *hod stopped work. 
The manufactu irs clearly did not like 
the situation, but iad they not brought It 
about themselves' 
The unrest led > ft series of conferences 
between the unio and association. The 
employers dispute the right of the work-
ers to make stop; igea; we, on the other 
hand, upheld the alidlty of tbte right un-
der the present s reement. Neither side 
was convinced, an the situation remained 
aa before. 
The number of stoppages reached Into 
the hundreds, bn brought only half re-
sults, especially In those cases where the 
omployer was bent on sacrificing principi* 
to the dollar. Upon prices being ralBf.i 
the workers returned to work in larK* 
numbers. The spontaneous stoppage-
however, failed. These were of question 
able right and a certain number of such 
efforts had to be given up, as the workers 
were exhausted by the long struggle »f 
the summer. This strained situation con 
tinued for eight weeks until tho end >•' 
the season. 
A TORRENT OF WHOLESALE DISCHARGES 
The end of tho season was like a blorl-: 
cloud, breaking forth in a torrent of dis-
charges, some with reorganization as th* 
pretext True, the number of these din 
charges was comparatively smaller than 
we had expected, not much larger than in 
any slack season In the time of the proto-
col. There was, however, this difference 
in every case of wholesale discharges the 
employer did not disguise his motives. HP 
simply picked out and sent down the mosi 
active union mon, preferably the sbn|j 
chairman and the members of the prie-
committee. 
In other cases the association briefly re-
plied that In discharging certain employe* -
the employers had not been prompted by 
motives of getting even with tho active 
spirits who had Insisted on their righi», 
but because there was no work for theni 
This gave rise to a quiet determination <>n 
the part of the more independent .cloak 
makers to bldo their time until the busy 
season. If the employers persist In usine 
their right of discharge so freely, then, 
instead of reporting to work every morn-
ing In the• three or four months of the 
slack time and solicit the favor of th<> 
foreman for a sop in the shape of a bun 
.Ule, It was better to stay in the shops only 
In the busy seasons and have the work 
paid for sufficiently to cover the entlro 
year. I shall not bo surprised, to see th:* 
idea making Itself felt in those shoi<¿ 
where the employers unduly stretched 
their freedom of discharge. 
The employers resorted to discharges at 
& time when they knew that the workers 
were hungry and disappointed over the 
barren results of the winter season. Their 
calculations that then they could do as 
they pleased succeeded well, enough. We 
have. In most cases, refrained from calling 
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striken, although in certain Instances this 
operation was needed. We showed the 
employers that it 1B not our policy to call 
Firikes when It suited thorn, • but when 
¡strikes can prove most effective. Some or 
these cases were postponed for three or 
four weeks and, when strikes were called, 
tho employers were compelled to reinstate 
all the discharged employees. 
PREPARING FOR THE SPRING SEASON 
We are told upon all sides that the ap-
proaching spring season will be excep-
tionally good and prosperous. We are, 
therefore, preparing to meet it with all duo 
readiness. Wo have succeeded in arrang-
ing with the association that no prices 
shall be settled, (hat " ° chairman and 
price committee shall be recognized, espe-
cially in those shops where reorganizations 
took place, unless a shop meeting will bo 
hold in the presence of a representativo of 
the union. We InslBt that, as far as pos-
sible, a majority of the workers In the 
shop shall be present a t the settlement of 
prices. 
In many instances we kept the workers 
back from settling prices for two or three 
weeks, because the element in the shop 
was favorable to the employers rather than 
to the workers. In some such cases prices 
had been settled, and the association had 
to agree that the settlements were illegal, 
and a resettlement was made by price ad-
justers of the union and association. This 
step on our part, giving the employers an 
unmistakable Indication that we shall not 
bo responsible for settlements made with-
out our knowledge and consent, caused a 
furore in the association shops. 
Prom fifteen t o j s e n t y shop meetings 
aro being held dally/first with the workers 
and then with the prico committees for 
Bpoclal instructions. There have respond-
ed certain shops which have been back-
ward for three years. They are coming 
forward as If from darkness into a sudden 
light. They listen Intently and are much 
impressed. 
A new spirit of activity prevails In our 
shops. Some shops, which were not in 
good repute in our union circles, are striv-
ing hard to prove their loyalty. This is 
evidently duo to the realization on the 
part of the workers that the present 
agreement with the association is not like 
the protocol arrangement, which only re-
quired a complaint In the office, at moat a 
stoppage, and the rest would be fixed 
through the association. 
FIGHTING IT OUT FACE TO FACE 
Now, there are no more honied words. 
Now, when our request is refused by the 
employer, we must simply flgh^ it out. 
That means that wo must be prepared. Our 
people realize that If they make a mis-
take they will suffer. There are no Im-
partial chairmen and social workers to 
como to our assistance. The cloakmaker 
feels that he stands face to face with his 
employer. That Is why all these shops 
come to the office for advice before taking 
action. 
The union must endeavor to make the 
best of the present agreement, to turn to 
.advantage all the privileges afforded us 
while circumstances are in our favor. Just 
as the employers did, when the time was 
favorable to them. 
It will therofore be unpardonable If 
there remain one solitary association shop 
where the workers are so low in the social 
scale, or so stupid, as to fall to seize the 
present opportunity for settling prices on 
the right basis. There must be no price 
settlement without a preceding shop meet-
ing. Suspicion of ono another and want 
of courage to Insist on a fair price ruins 
the workers' season. H is no use finding 
this out too late and trying to retrieve the 
mistake by spontaneous stoppages, which 
are carried out by one section of the 
workers,, without the assistance of the 
other sections. Such a clumsy method 
must lead to 99 ont of 100 cases ending in 
fiasco. 
hGt the Blogan be: No settlement of 
prices without a shop meeting, without 
consulting with the officers of the union, 
without organized cooperation and delib-
eration. This will spar© the necessity of 
spontaneous stoppages in the middle of the 
season, when ono must work and provide 
for the slack season. 
-' 
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The Good Work of the Misses' and Children's 
Dressmakers' Union 
By H. G R E E N B E R G 
(Manner, Local No. M) 
Looking over tl ) situation of the Chil-
dren's Dre&smake 1* TTnlon for tho past 
year, we find that although our local has 
not made a lot of îolso, It has done much 
during this period to compare It favorably 
with any other la! ir organization. 
Let us proceed :> the facts. These will 
show what kind f human material the 
Children's Dressm: Seers' Union Is composed 
of. 
On December, 1915, the Children's 
Dressmakers' Un m was composed of 
about one thousar 1 members. Conditions 
In the industry * ore such that no one 
would feel proud f the trade. I t is true 
that through the e .'orto of the union, after 
the General StriK<rfof 1913, we succeeded 
In establishing a wty-nlne hour working 
week, but this ap >lied only to a part of 
the industry, and good number of people 
were still working fifty-two and fifty-four 
hours a week. 
The Executive 1 jard and officers of the 
local, with the ful support of the Interna-
tional Ladles' Ga ment Workers' Union, 
started an agitati* a for a general strike, 
for the purpose of mprovlng conditions in 
the trade, and it »as remarkable to see 
how a number of í r ty ' to fifty young girls, 
of whom most wer employed in non-union 
BhopB, volunteers' to do their utmost, 
spending their enf 'gy to bring the move-
ment of the ¿ener I strike to a success. 
They did not lo k at the clock. Morn-
ing, noon and ever ng, Saturdays and Sun-
days, they were 1 io faithful soldiers on 
the battlefield, onl waiting for the signal 
and ready to res ond. Aa soon as the 
manufacturers sav this earnest and per-
sistent movement, they agreed to have a 
conferonee to str: ighten out grievances. 
They could see thi t we would not be sat-
isfied with mere p: )mlses, and that if they 
did not grant pos Live Improvements, we 
would force the!; hands by a general 
strike. Yet they d aregarded our warning. 
After conferring for a week, we broke 
off the negotiation with the manufactur-
ers, and declared : strike in the industry -
I shall nov*>r forget tho pride and joy with 
which the workers accepted the call. 
General strikes are nothing new to mo; 
I have experienced a number of them in 
my time and I know their meaning, bui l 
never have seen such enthusiasm, such Joy 
as I saw then In the ranks of thousands of 
young girls who responded to the call. 
For six weeks they kept on picketing and 
striking, without the slightest sign of dé-
couragement. Every morning, In snow or 
rain, young girls a t the age of fourteen and 
sixteen were on the picket line. After six 
weeks of h&rd»strugglc, we finally succeed 
ed in reaching an agreement with thi* 
Manufacturers' Association and a number 
of Independent manufacturers, whereby we 
got for tho workers a minimum of six dol-
lars per week for learners; a forty-nlno 
hour working week. Instead of fifty and 
fifty-four; double pay for overtime; a ton 
per cent increase for piece workers; a 
strict preferential union shop; sanitary 
conditions, and many other things which 
meant for the workers a great deal. So 
they felt that it was worth the price they 
paid for I t 
The manufacturers having had a les&un 
from the strike, agreed that in order to be 
safeguarded against repetition of a general 
strike, the agreement should hold good for 
three years, and that on January first of 
every year to which tho agreement applies, 
every worker employed in the shop of a 
member of the association, or of his out-
side contractor should receive an^increape 
of one dollar a week. 
BUILDING UP OUR LOCAL UNION 
After the return of the workers to (be 
shops the officers of the local started re-
building the organization on a solid foun-
dation, to make sure that the fruits of the 
general strike should not be temporary but 
permanent; that not only should wo be 
satisfied with existing conditions, but seek 
to gain more and more improvements for 
the workers. 
We tried to interest every individual 
member in our organization, we tried to 
( 
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educate thorn, to make thorn conscious 
members of the union, and proudly I can 
sas that our effort has not been in vain. 
'.V© do not wish to boast too much about 
our accomplishments, but wo are glad to 
any that our local has a membership of five 
thousand, and that every member feels an 
intelligent Interest In our ^organization. 
Almost every member is ready to do every-
thing necessary for the betterment of our 
iooal. 
Wo have engaged special organizers, 
and with the assistance of our faithful 
members of tho Organization Committee, 
we have succeeded in organizing shops 
which were working during the time of the 
general strike, shops which none of us ever 
dreamed we Would ever be able to organ-
ise. Thte naturally has encouraged the 
Organization Commlttoo and the workers 
at large. Week after week and day after 
da}', the Children's Dressmakers' Union ia 
adding new shops and additional members 
to the organization. 
The time is past when workers were 
asbamed to mention that they were em-
ployed in our trade. But we are not at an 
end with our work. W,o feel that there is 
a big field before us. Every new gain 
gives us new life. Should the work con-
tinue on the samo basis as for the past 
nine months, and as we are now a 
local of women workers, second to Local 
25, Waist and Dressmakers' Union, there 
will be no need of anyone exhorting us 
to take example from the Walstmakers, 
but we will b© an example to other Indus-
tries which are not as yet organized. 
The mass meeting of the Children's 
Dressmakers' Union, held In Cooper Union 
on January 3rd, 1917, proves our point. 
This mooting was not called for the pur-
pose of discussing the proposition of a 
general strike, but to inform the workers 
that they were entitled to an increase of 
$1.00 a week on January 1, 1917, in ac-
cordance with the agreement elgnod by the 
representatives of the Union and the Chil-
dren's DresB Manufacturers' Association on 
March 4th, 1916. 
The meeting was not called for the eve-
ning, as Is usual in all locals of the Inter-
national. In order to test the strength of 
the local and loyalty of our members we 
called this meeting for four o'clock in the 
afternoon and ordered the workers to atop 
work. It was a daring undertaking, but 
we felt that our moniltrit deourved the 
confidence we placed In them. 
Notwithstanding the fact that on Janu-
ary 3rd It was raining the whole day. 
Cooper Union, at 4:15 P. M. sharp, Was 
overcrowded with our people, and it was 
not only a pleasant scene for those con-
nected with tho union directly, but also a 
pleasant surprise to our President Schles-
inger, when he came to address our moot-
ing. H© was greeted with enthusiastic 
cheers, and after ho had concluded his 
address, all rose from their seats In his 
honor. Our President was also presented 
with n bouquet of flowers in appreciation 
of the aid we have received from the Inter-
national under his administration. 
ONE DOLLAR INCREASE FROM JANUARY 1, |«T 
On January flrBt all the members of the 
Association were to have given an increase 
of ono dollar to the workers in the outside 
as well as the Inside shops. Some of the 
members of the association were trying to 
make exceptions with some of the workers, 
claiming that they had received increases 
during the season. When this matter was 
taken up In conference on Thursday, Janu-
ary 3l th, 1917, and we explained to the 
manufacturers that the union would not 
stand for any exceptions, tho representa-
tives of tho association felt that the stand 
of tho union was very firm, and that the 
only thing for them to do was to live up to 
the agreement, if they wished to avoid an-
other general strike, and they agreed to 
carry out the promised Increase. 
The Children's Dressmakers' Union has 
arrangod a series of lectures for their 
members In New York and Brownsville. 
The first lerture and concert was delivered 
on January 12 In Brownsville, in Public 
School 84, by Dr. M. Goldfarb. 
Local No. 50 is ono of the most prosper-
ous locals of the International just at pres-
ent, and we hope that la the future we 
shall be ablo to report more progress. 
-. 
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RE «JEWED ATTACK ON OUR UNION 
Our Enemies Hit a District Attorney Swann of New York City, But Really Aim a 
Blow at î ». Wo Shall, However, Foil Them as W 6 Did in 1915 
The Press Cormx ttee connected with 
our locals in New Tt k has issued the fol-
lowing statement: 
The political feud waged by Republican 
politicians against D trlct Attorney Swann 
has involved the nar ss and character of a 
number of the leadi g officials and mem-
bers of tbe Internat mal Ladies' Garment 
Workers' union. 1 jr three years, ever 
since the indictnien of members of the 
union on a charge of murder, we have con-
tended that the case; were "framed up" in 
the headquarters f a strikebreaking 
agency headed by a notorious private de-
tective In the pay o certain unscrupulous 
employers. 
From the first we have contended that 
there was not a parti le of evidence against 
the union members 'ho were Indicted on 
charges of murder a d lesser crimes. 
Our contention as received support 
from Supreme Coui Justice John Ford, 
who released eigbt defendants charged 
with murder in the rst degree on bail, an 
unusual proceeding ! a homicide case. We 
received further su port to our charges 
that the case was " ramed up" when the jury quickly acquiti d all the defendants 
who went to trial. 
The beginning of the attempts of the 
enemies of the Inte- oatlonal Ladles' Gar-
ment Workers' unlo; was In 1913, when a 
few professional trikebreakers allied 
themselves with Mi s Sulftess, a private 
detective, to form c fake union of cloak 
makers to break sti kes of the legitimate 
union. With the srganitation of this 
strikebreaking body. Assistant District At-
torney Breckinridge appears on the scene 
as an ally of Sul ess and hi* strike-
breakers, by extern ng every encourage-
ment to the fake or anlzation. 
Simultaneously w ii the appearance of 
Breckinridge an ar ally of the strike-
breakers, a vicious \ ar was opened on the 
local unionB in tüe International Ladies' 
Garment Workers' u don. In every strike, 
gunmen, thugs and unwomen were hired 
by manufacturers t attack our pickets. 
Violont strife was o be seen In every 
strike of shops In lie cloak-making In-
dustry. 
Assistant District Utornoy Breckinridge 
got In touch with t* * leaders of the fake 
union late In 1914 a- i early in 1915. Soon 
indictments chargln murder In the first 
degree wore brougl against three mem-
bers of the union, fhe witnesses against 
our people were m mbers of the strike-
breaking agency whi had been expelled for" 
dishonesty or slmli r charges. The in-
dictments charged t: a union men with the 
murder of a striker in the general strike 
of 1910, four yearB before. A year later 
five other union men were indicted on the 
same charge, the same professional strike-
breakers appearing against them. 
Breckinridge continued his activities a?1 
an enemy unorganized labor in the spring 
of 1915, for a t that time indictments were. 
found against a scoro of officerà and mem-
bers of different local unions, charging 
them with assault, robbery, theft and other 
felonies. The evidence in these cases was 
as palpably "framed up" as in the murder 
case. 
Records stolen from headquarters of the 
cloak makers' general strike committee, in 
1910 were bought by the district attorney's 
office. Items in .the record of expenditures 
were distorted by Asslstant'Dlstrlct Attor 
ney Delehanty to make It appear to tbe 
public that the union maintained an army 
of vicious men and women to attack per-
sons who did not go on strike. Delehanty 
never allowed the stolen records to come 
to light until the trial of the murder case 
Yet he based scores of deliberately mallei 
ous interviews in the newspapors on these 
records. In court every Item was satisfac-
torily explained by union witnesses and the 
defendants were acquitted. 
A FEW DONTS FOB UNIONISTS 
1. Don't condemn the labor movement 
because you know "objectionable feat-
ures." Every human Institution has some 
imperfections. 
2. Don't forget that organization In-
creases wages and shortens the working 
day, making work steadier. 
3. Don't shirk the moral obligation to 
do all you can to uphold the dignity of 
your trade—to elevate the standard of liv-
ing. 
4. Don't be blind to your own interesta 
—unionism helps all workers and all BO 
ciety. 
6. Don't let so-called "independence" 
prevent you from bolng unselfish and fra 
tornai. We are all more or less dependent 
on some one or somethings. "No man or 
woman stands alone." Get closer together 
6. Don't retard our progrese by remain-
ing a weapon in the hands of the employer 
7. Don't forget that our Interests are 
Identical. Improvement in your working 
conditions means improvement for all our 
crafts. 
8. Don't say unions "can't accomplish 
their purpose." Over 7,000,000 of union-
ists think different.' 
9. Don't think that having gotten along 
without the union for five or fifty-five years 
that "It is useless to you." Organlied 
labor has Helped you and la helping now— 
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Directory of Local Unions [Continued] 
\ LOCAL UNION 
37. Clovoland Cloak P re s so r s ' f i l imi  
39. New Haven Corset Cut te rs 
40. New Haven Corset Workers 
41. New York Wrappe r and Kimono M a k e r s . . . . 
42. Cleveland Cloak and Sui t C u t t e r » ' Union 
43. Worcester WHito Goods and Wais t Worke r s . . 
44. Chicago. 111.. C loakmakers . 
45. Syracuse, N. v . . Dressmakers 
46. Pett iooat Worker* ' Union 
47. Denver. Colo.. L a d i e s ' Tai lors 
48. I ta l ian Cloak. Suit and Skirt M a k e r s ' Union 
49. Boston Wais tmnkors ¡  
50. Now York Children ' s Dressmakers 
51. Montreal , Canada , Custom L a d i e s ' "Ta i lo r s . . 
52. Los Angeles Ladies* Garment Workers 
53. Phi ladelphia , Pa. . Cloak Cut te rs 
54. Chicago Raincoat Makers 
55. Spr ingf ie ld Corset Workers 
56. Boston Clnnkinnkors 
57. Cleveland Waist and Dressmakers 
58. New York Waist But tonhole Makers 
61. Montreal , Canada . Cloak and Sk i r t P r e s s o r s . . 
62. New York W h i t e Goods Workers 
63. Cincinnati Cloakmakers 
64. New York But tonhole Makers 
66. New York ' l imimi/ Embroiderers 
U7. oledo CIonknmTeis 
69. Phi ladelphia Cloak Fin ishers 
70. Toronto Skir t ami Dressmakers 
71. Chicago L a d i e s ' Tai lors 
72. Bal t imore Dress and Whi te Goods W o r k e r s . . . 
73. Boston Amalgamated Cut te rs 
74. Vineliuid Cloakmakers ' Union 
, 75. Worcester, Mass., Cloakmakers 
76. Philadelphia L a d i e s ' T a i l o r s . . . . 
77. Watcrbury L a d i e s ' C a n n e n t Workers 
78. St . Louis Cloak Opera to r s 
81. Chicago Cloak and Suit C u t t e r s . 
83. Toronto, Canada , Cut le rs 
85. Cincinnati Skirtmajcors 
90. Custom Dressmakers 1 Union Forv 
92. Toronto. Canada . Cloak P res so r s . 
98. Cincinnati skirt Pressors "-
99. P i t t sbu rg L a d i e s ' ftllors 
101. Bait i imue L a d i e s ' Tai lors 
102. Montreal. Canada . Kahieoat Makers 
105. St . Louis L a d i e s ' Tai lors 
108. L a d i e s ' Neckwear Cut te rs 
111. Cleveland Raincoat Makers 
112. Montreal , Canada , Ladies ' Wais t Makers 
113. Newark Waist and W h i t e Goods Workers 
OFFICE ADDRKSS 
112 Prospect Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio 
12 Pnrmelee Ave.. New Haven. Conn. 
12 Pnrmelee Ave., New Haven. Conn. 
rió E. 2nd St . . New York Ci ty 
, 112 Prospect Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio 
12ti Green St.. Worcester , Mass. 
1815 W. Division St.. Chicago, 111. 
!U3 Almond St . . Syracuse, N. Y. 
li K. 17th St.. Now York City 
2111 Champe Si . . Denver, Coló. 
2:tl B, 14th St., New York Ci ty 
724 Washington St . . Boston. Mass. 
7Í» E. U)th St . . New York City 
. . . 3 8 7 Ci ty Hal l Ave., Montreal . Canada 
21S S. Broadway, Los Angeles. Cal. 
244 S. 8th St. , Phi lade lphia . Pa . 
. . '. 409 S . Uals tcad St . . Chicago. 111.. 
l>4:!'Xi Main St . . Spr ingf ie ld , Mass. 
241 Tremimi St., Boston, Mass. 
112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
7H K. 10th St.. Sow Y»rk Ci ty 
. . . 3 7 Pr ince Ar thur K.. Montreal . Canada 
35 Second St., New York City 
122 W. 5th St . . Cincinnat i , Ohio 
57 W. 21st St . . New York City 
103 K. U t h St.. New York City 
120 Bancroft s t . . Tolt i lo, Ohio 
244 S. tilh St. , Phi ladelphia , Pa. 
li»4 Spud i na Ave.. Toronto , Canada 
272(1 Crystal St . , Chicago. III. 
. .100S N . Washington St.. Bal t imore , Md. 
s Levering St. , Boston, Mass. 
II . Miller, 001 Saudis Ave., 
15 Columbia St.. Worcester, Mass. 
2626 N. Plh St.. Philadelphia, Pa . 
54 Bur ton St . . Wnter lmry. Conn. 
F r a t e r n a l Bldg., 11th and Frankl in Aves. 
HO» N. l loman Ave.. Chicago, 111. 
251 Augus ta Ave.. Toronto . Canada 
2;.!Iti Rohs St . . Cincinnat i , Ohio 
•aid l f l d g . . 175 E. I i 'way. N. Y. City 
251 Augus ta ATO, , Toronto , Canada 
1410 Plum St . . Cincinnat i , Ohio 
i:i2 Worcester St . . Pa. 
. . . . 1 0 0 O E . Bal t imore S t . , Baltimore, Md. 
2 0 S t . Cecile St. , Montreal , Canada 
.Fraternal Bldg.. lith and Franklin Ave* 
ti K. 17lh St . . New York Ci t£ 
112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland. Ohio 
M7 Colonial Ave.. Montreal, Canada 
U S Market St . . Newark, N . J . 
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-"318 H IPB"ilï P«Y8C3U8 I1K 33i3yiiya n 
P338D .DnynuwyDUso n DO opyoti» iva 
« ay»5 íyaiín onyoio yDiny^pyaBM8-c; 
Dya IIK D'3 D3'MÌ Dl^ll n3'P 8 ,13yì> ^Dr 
Din 18 .DO ipnpompD »ty .DO nsi i"p 
liK .onpay 118 íyay^ D n^ya na^ p \v$wv 
vx Dny-iiB>DpyBi38o y^8 lia 58in»K"*»yi 
npn—TPD"318 npauoìPoaiK gas i le ' i v i 
.nolo iiK '3ipay D^ npD oy ipopn lyo^aiít 
DP Dye^ m 0*2 D3yiB ,1103 D " 3 1 8 ny iyn 
D"3i8 nyn n8D oyn jpo 5P»DMI nyntí ,rti 
-yn iPD"an8 DIÍ ÍD iyiyn DV — íy^nijvyn 
.ay^ DipnicpyaiasD iya 
•laso yoD3'nDi?B3"8 lis yoDina n 
18B — ttpyBTOgaitf I*H ipan^a DiavniB'DpyE 
p u - ^ ï DP na ,naiD ipaya^K np"i I « B ,T' 
•lPD^ BKnB y*iyoin3 iy33ina ii8 smiynysr 
"18 pnp»n MI ,inpi ív D3"B ipb^n " i ^2$ 
-om» i n tyo"i3118 T I mnosanií nyo'-a 
-lt^ DpyD138D Djn JIB 0"P3O«>p-« |PD»1W 
OP3P-1PP3 Ti" IPSrvD »| .îyD,BK^B D'IVT 
T i Dixnn oy 18 ,inpt " i jyn ,D3H»^P3 ¡IK 
D8» 11K .1PBPBÎ- H T8 ny0»318 »1 |PB"1W ) 
-^pii
 (ipnn^B nPD»3iB'H D^RDÍTI r p w n »i 
v i » 1P^ 8B ^ t ,33i3Piipa ptpn ïPD>pn ya 
.Byp D'DÍ831C P^ 8 
ipnpn DPDíía pan 'WaiK ^DSP^B» 
-POB* "iyo"an8 * i ipn ,DP3 ÍID r£»t nyDMK 
iyn .WPD n»a 338B3IJ íyaañpivB y"3 iy? 
-y33»íJ tyaanjni?D yiyn ipno " t T8
 rl>a8iya 
DPW — 113M - IPÏ383 IP" ! Diyo^lY #1P3 
» IPD'BKÍB n iY ip^npD ipanpn i^n oyn 
i n 0381D — " ! I ^ » T napT'io 10 pnpoifii 
IK^KT napni» 10 n» .ipnicopPDiaso I P I 
nyprsjn fiijitru» on«* "îjrr 
r to iyny-ii$D " I .IJ/O"* yoia n jyoip'oy 
op no p¿n jya^nny IK — »l OOIP oy o$n 
.OPHKIB oyn PK pns lyino »t o«3i 
P»I aanyiKD ya^swyo PK oy ya^yn iyp 
•jn«a n înya^iny PK ny»3jnya /îyni^p 
¡uyo n m e»DD'KBay *iyauyn o" i i PK a n 
ODVI D(JST jyasn " t ts ,Diyiipopyauso ¡ID 
•3JJUB»58B K p» 5*Î"I»JÇP lyanjyotv^a vu* 
.o"an« ' o w a n s H ïya'K nyn van 
iinuropyauKo nya^ouaonn "un iya8 
-ly DU oy ¿ni una iya»naya ou o^i jyp 
¡nyaj'ng ou ip5nì oyoya ari D$n .jyaya 
••i opajnp Dy .ya8^ o"iyo"3-i8 oyn p« 
¡n»0 V* ÏVTID "T om , " i oomiya oy PK 
•ya oifii /nR^KT laypio 10 yiyDv^ì» « o'o 
. * i ix oaas^ ya r^s t8 opoiBiaKOir oyT pa 
*i ivayii iyn,,%i ix aana ¡s ou ooip óy 
Dçu ,oya"K IV lyeuyo ynynaa pò yosjn 
nia^c K osn olili r5« TB , I«K i n o i jn 
-ya ninno y j " ì pò ¡ywoypcuss sin O*D 
J/3»n pe Û"318 H l^DK ,DÎVK IX Diyn 
."-uyn„ 
TS ,00 TD itfo^iocya nyo^ms D5K 
"ì^ o i^y3» lOn1» iv lyaaK y^a ¡pagi yo'iiya 
D'un» lyniK TK ,nm3 y^s o'o ivo^nocya 
.DÌPK is o;j8^ya 
D'*iyo"3"itï H PK oy .;yay$ PK o^aiK 
.¡yaSDiyD »J DS11 )^8 ^80*68? Tía*M"K 
182 lyinasmya ìx oy oavn « lyasn " i p» 
"ìyT oa .iyo"3-i8 ìx OU "iyi« m a ;yoia N 
j w a oa'jtfyaanK lyo^an» H ipiim i8Q 
I lyjanyD^aopK jarosa iron$B nyaBOBD i^ W i f ra 
etf4?tìf»ft!B!«a»l^^ 
j'oayo pK orna ¡yisuya PK 25 8^P8í> PK 
¡$w H 0811 lyaanyoyanya VÍ^P n nyas 
iyuiKii^nyD iyj»t ooBoypyaD'iK jsn oan 
mi?' lys^jnyiiywiK o n oy^w ms^ya 
-ysyn yD^u^snn n .íy^o1» oayay^ un» 
-NIB lOTiy i« ¡yuya vu Dyt^n^n p« ajn 
w o |»3«t íy^oojyay? n iy3« ,o:yx 
;pp ïyo .oayxKnB 40 nm« 30 PI»I« lynyuya 
i ^ y i i pK ^y^yoe'isD 03"^ 8t^8 i n 
•ya Dnyp"ooynn p« oo"i i n vtô nyoay?^ 
.^t lya^s 
on^a noonvK ojm p« oo"i i H PK 
Diynt^ opyDusD n .]y^ M1lya i » i PK PK 
D*II ,ptf «18 iyí»n8V ix nasot^^K |W»n 
.¡yí>o,oDjy3y? pe ippna mnp* n lypsn ^ 
•*i8 H .DD8> yïyn lyasio jytio p^« »t 
! ro:iB pa y^yiip nyias p'P jyasn nyo^a 
# * * 
.onynya a>oan tyi'D»» omçn 
"Va DU ïyo DÍÍ811 PH optniao VEE»t 
H ÌVJBOIin ÔD18T ? n M l 1 J , H *ï"*a W 
n 1K 0 3 ^ B *iy»t íyayn D'inicopyouKo 
"io iya>n »t t«
 # IW»D " Í 3MK .nyo^ais 
oiíii . ly^ans »Ttt o»p3^oì8iiDJ8iyQ pa 
wrru nyauyu-inyo jnp»t T^ayo iya8o 
i n t'K njTt"? .ñipo K » I iya«n .lyo^DKìB 
PK DD"11 >1 ¡yil 08^80 1JÍT t'K 18U8* 
aaneo oyi Í 8 2 T Í o^ia noona^K cyin 
18D taro lyooya p« nyoDjna ^y^ — 1«PD 
nn« iya8iny I ^ T O B J .Diy*ivcopyDU8o n 
|P3^ i8t»D' jyijni piMK >«ii ,iyo*on8 H 
I Í D W 18 i n onayn oy .aaiayc^n y^^ B " t 
lysasa oyi jyay^ iy^yn " i I^TK ni ,IIÍPD 
,iycayo MI iyay5 iy;yp ly^yn " i n* ; i n r 
T i lyauíya ou PK íyansp lysiBT i r iK 
.IjtfD'o-oayayí» yooa^o'ìa n 
.ìyo'naix v i iwa^an» n ivno i8BTjn 
TK ,H3 ,D"inu8a"i8 lyDya D»II PM ¡yno »»t 
ynyoyia K jyoipya «- aaiaano^a» i y " t 
•yoy3 K pK jyauyaiyo inyo .o^-ia y^p^ os? 
-Vi ^8Í ÍKI'D í'K 0^3-ÍK i^'T lio iyay^ i r i 
-ya y^8P8^ n ^K .a^ony o^o |jrwm o^np 
y^y^^yD 38 iyo^8n nyny^ao'o n 'K ,yop« 
,Tt iyTtu8ai8 rTi tyau^K .jyaai^osnyc 
-aninsD lis jyopaiB n jyayii "in iyo^nya 
.DiywDpysuBo *1 iy^yoK' " Î D811 AVi 
rasa i8a tm nn^1 |Sft*tip PB P""IDD i n • 
-jn y^iDD?m:»K yaf>yí8 -inat PK cno 
-yii iyoyaiyc oa^? ou \VMP oyx^nooaip 
ïyiiya PK p»noo *iy:nn8^K"i8B nyn .un 
*n8 iya»n oy o8ii D^o-iyi .V'naJiíSTjf rafea 
iP0"3T» ^n«x yoma K pr^nya ovp;»: 
1 9 1 7 : , n s n . n y * 
nn^J liny1 £\m pt ruyaasanyB ran PB town 
IBB lyvouB lyey n pR "îyo^ms n i.yno 
DIR .lpp'noo i K PPBD IIK p'noo R 
.DybjwjRP yr *ia yrj"K twnpwD'n» 
Mn PB D^BBS iy 
inyt o^yoe'ya ït#v 
oo"ii pR ojrn ny 
.Pttf ,10 ^8P^ ni 
: ¡ya"? lyaanyitfB 
twrpw'PK ojyx 
p i n à pR nyo": 
DRDSWR ,*[4\\ DO" 
.yoawoya |j««t 
ya>3"R B$X\ ,OP«E 
- ' ivna lynt^n onp-
T U PR IVI! y:H> 
•3IÍP D"3 ÎB .OBÇn 
ly^yii I'DDB PR i 
H iy^0B»J"K PR Ï 
.lyo^aiR* 
lypnyapmv tvsijEr 
IP3*ne» T O nya.; 
P T ' i no ¡yaam 
,T*anpiiya m , D U 
.Dy>oy*3RP jriyo** 
•38nys pR o$n r 
lya^mya ,po tpo* 
-ya PR u ,onnypn 
,onnyBDRiB inyo 
PD nyan^onyB n 
H T8 ,ppniy¿' |í 
"T t»« ,tvrtf iyp 
«1 ?>î 0*11 !*tf R ' 
Î3W iyay5 « PDB? 
-yp T O .tyasuan 
jyDBo iy5$t nuyo 
-IB us mRip «i 
PR "iyo»3*iB H V-
.nayoen: 
o$h nyaoyvyn pR 
» np3«o opm P R ' O D » H ' 
Î Ï ipjjvnnip yo3*oyoya 
I'DDR D1jnitfOpyDÌ3«D 
VW) .58 .pi$5> PR 25 
ne 20 pB aanpayn R (1 
8 P5B IBB tyr^na PR 
r i s y3H310W 48 IR (2 
.linaio» 49 
lyaanyitfD yrpn ÏB 
DÎT! JIB DM1B V* BT"11 
tfOpyauBD OD"n yo^na 
hv 48 n onn*Bya3"R a*? 
a o*n IPD .onçopyB jrt 
w i n lycniv rajnyu*) 
3"5anPD nni* yn"3 f r 
• n iy»mx o»w*nri3iR 
cnjnitnapyBiaBo n 
^nm^B 'myo"3ìR n 
x$a H OÏH uni» ytn 
UfB H O3B10P3 PR 
)1»DpyB138D n .D'TIX 
is ,nayo yo^B n lyayn 
i tyapaiYD^ im^EBR 
aona^R n m Mt» nya$ 
pa o*3 itjta una** yaya 
B .lyaanyicB jtfBPnsn 
$3 oçnpR w minali 
its Mi , i w iv ivw vx 
y« DijniiwppBUB» H 
10DH3'R "UH PB OE31P1Ï 
forais H îy^nijs ly^pn 
w D"PD^3yo n lyaya 
3'nnp* y3*D3>*n n nyo 
D^yiB tB ¿iPai^a o ^ iya 
^ 3 n n n*iR pma"R IR' 
Í .TPan^a o u îPJjfp "IMD 
^ I P 3 * R ^ T i$e»no>3 
iyoay^B» |ya»ox*R iy»ï 
- a * I*R ov i l ^yo 'c DDBo lyb^yB^T i n 
T5P3 pR 1^ 31» nw D PR U n ^ î |W>5RÍW3 
npnayt'io H ,18131 IPO4 DÏH 5^n >jm*n 
noonj 'R Sjn^j.njn pR D $ 3 n w ^ M w . n 
ty3"nanjn ÌV oiny^pyso'iR 3iaya ou ",»; 
n T*R DP .P38npa îytî'^snïiD îyo^in jpiyn 
•«o H iJhny^pWDMR wuv nyn pa O>^"N 
ÏRU PR .iPoa^D yip"t lyayii iranwopyc*: 
•3IÍP i n n jnny^pwBMR »t n^ayo3iR PR rv 
-y3 JPD T1D ,iy33l^38my031R PR |WP3inPB 
R îVBn liny 0380 yoin^Ran»* |yr; 
.P^IOD 
•^yn^R nyn o*3 O D " ^ B PR P"*ÌDD nyn 
¡yii ,i$no pío iyp DÉ I^Í iy3ií ,5yo'D lyoo 
lyauR ynP"t IP38OIPB • D"nniB*opyBi38c -
?1P3P^ ÌÌB lyopRB yanyt^R H IX 
lynyn o*3 IP5UI MI D^II iBBnyn yp«o otj 
ya'D'H .DP^IOD yiyosy ipn^ DBB ,noR Din 
o^poio oy DvmBDfTî iPnnaiRii |ye>3irc 
jy^r .noDina'R j^nijia njn t*R anayotr -*i 
D^II ipniíoyo n o*o jyaypys nysv i n "i 
#inyî »*t iP^pn ,1$ ipnayn D*ttni«W»iavs 
; ivBw H PR nyo^3i8 H îyamuip "T in 
PR ¡yO"318 Î1B 0»P3^3PD H IV íyoTO "I 
PR nptfno îPDBo " Ï ; oycn^i i |j?»nivE 
Ipa5»fB"iyE " t ; ynyna» n «inn y3^R |yvyr 
l ^ u ' o n p o n PR y38T DIIÍD tynv1 o*o "i 
PR DD"3 ÏP»1D 1P"T ]y03>3Tí;B jp^ll ¡IS 
-p3 iP3»n ytfyw H .I^UÌ1 IPT PR |P3*I?: 
-yt!» H PR ipaam*ïy3 pny33*R n o*o O;PP 
osynya nfc«r nyo"3i8 H TB ,W ty3»a ivs 
iyo"3-i8 H iy3*a «i PR noyo ynp"i ;*N 
.DP^noD jny»>t PR yx*o^ P5B"IÏÎO 
* * * 
-3'R Dim PR OD"ll n lynaier 4S 
-3*n nptPH PR PR n o o n v* HJ- * 
tfT\ .DH83DMR pip 0*3 03*t h ì l t ì » jny;?i 
^ponny^pyaBMR IR T Í W ' D M lyonyn ÏW 
IU PB a n Dip .njniB'DPPB^BD 1»»?33"i t 
-3*nyB"DBB08P H On>3^1BDMR p W jy^fi" 
lpa^n «I .wnpDBo oo"ii pnpt3iR pB O*T 
-p^ nOD DPI JIB D'M yBIBK' n BSTBPJ l'iï" 
D*^ ijn pa i^3 D^T ippapiya "t .ny^r 
-BIIC K IP11P3 T*R I^3V Dnyp«0DD"11 n :m 
on» inP3 onopa o^n PR ^ XBTUBan^ w 
.on» "3 
ly^yoi' «I MI nyat? 038ioy3 jyo iyr. 
-$B yan'nw D'nyo^aiB n (yaya T»ot? rr 
BUM ipaijn "t tB ,D'i* OP ony»
 fpnmyi 
loie o n b3r»y?ya anayo^B o*3 isa 
\ 
-iyp"V»ii ojyDTBa o n ^ nyn 
•i ¡yaiKB iy o"ia pR oaginy PK Tno 
]ID oaKmyin^a ya^oamya pK ya^Daoiya 
.lyayanoKi y i v i PK yooyys prav n 
•nypoiK enoya I*T jyasn ysiyii /iyo>oi8 
iy tyiiya iyj'u o^sn ah»3 5"ii ,D"nK iyi 
UD'Mi "ipvjvj i j n ?8 ,iypuy2 oyn ,j>^p 
yiyiaiK iy3tjn ;;»^ linns* urna TO 
•yn D'otfny: lyoo^a yivop» anayiBoyp 
-"5p *yna n lyvpasans iya B , , s p ï : t î i n 
^yoyor PK OKO^ lyny» pK noona*» nyi 
W i i T 1*3 '1 IV3»n 1909 PK .«pnyoB p« 
.aauynysayDDKO « iy2Mnyaa8 D W D O D ' M I 
lyayopisip iypii¡p i*a n jy3«n 1910 P K 
"saiK B"BPBD p8 ftPBB»'a iy"T camaya 
lyanvnp iyo i$n / v n » jyyasa oyi ovpa 
•ya osn iynoona'8 y i " 3 y p i p» aissiy 
•ynya K lycst? iy -p^ayo PK oy w ,jypn 
-j»a I'-iyj^K 38ÜÍ?D8O jyo'Da K * H K aaia 
• • .-Dig iyy 
PR jyasot^ay PR aaiayuya vo^'yy « PR 
•ayo"¿ /íycaya^yoa'R iyn . lyoiy yiy^a 
-ya PR ,onyoiK lyByt? n p« oayoyiy î y i 
•«a Dyn ¡ya^BD jyp jyo is ,oa«nya'K iyii 
"*K 118 lyo^aiR lypn^1 ra n pa iy'Bt? 
*n»i ivo .lyoKoinin yoia lya 'my $8iy3 
n ly^nyn p8 i^ys D K I lyiypKiys ptfa 
oyii oy 118 DpaR^m^no ps TKnayiyp 
.D311B ID 8 lyDPSV.DMK PW 
tyiiya 181 T»8 JR-OV lyraiR Dan iya» 
.nayav pa ^aiyay l y c n s nyn o^o PIROS? 
*8c .lya^ooycys i n onoya r i 8 "«a »i osn 
nyB p8 jyns3 lyoBK-myn ,iyoDya 8 iyo 
yx383 n D«n n .lycamya tnn iH»iriV31 i 
p8 lyo^panyn^ o'D D^ya;8iya i n D ^ Ï 
yiyiai8 . l y o y ^ i e yo-iycaas^siys »^iy?8 
jyv.ya "iyoD'8 |pj*>i i j n y ^ i o ' o yirtap» 
bïioya p8 D'KJIB' nano 8 JID o^yajnyaon» 
ya^yp-nyiD njn c o i^^'St^asais n U^ia 
pò my i i c n |ÏK -\5$r\ p»n p8 aaiayc^n pc 
.na«n iynyiJ8 ~iyn PK P'noo 
*y¡ o ^ í«oa"P nu n^o iy3«n 1916 TO 
5>*n .oyv'ti iB jnyiaiK Ü*D i p y i r:83 t s^D 
~IMD a*03n lyiiya D'à ?8DJ>»P |ya"î I ' D 
^ay3«n .Dyp»o8 jyaya DaiifnyD pw o^ iys , 
l"p t'K ,rayoDnpy i8D IPOBDÍP IX *no3 an 
*a« taaypya o>a íyswn v o D811 .o^a njnaiKH 
.itiDnyi D*iynaity3 ; D I : » D yDMia iy^08t 
y;"i>p ¡ID oytDD^D ny5yyj83»B "iyui8 D « I I 
wyîziva ïam T^8 O811 oyoD^D K — Din 
•y? i * iai8 oaaiix — i n n y 1 ytatny H PD 
. ^ I D iy na8n PD iya 
,pi«' v : nyo'iK aaiaynys n t^8 î y s n j n 
0^ ,1910 PK iyi«iiya lyaasoyaaw P8 D « I I 
iyony no 8 ps .a^«Diy nyonna | "p (yuya 
Ta n iyaa8sa« oaypy: D1 ; n8a«t T D iy3sn 
iyaa8Byaa8.tasn jyo 1811 bi8n l is ; aaiayn 
0"3i8 n oayoD^D \vo osn t inposaic w 
-pa jHjytsB' T^8 Dy .]yyytDi8D oaypya D^J 
.Diyt^asai» i83 aanyiys yoma 8 iyii 
•ya D>a ^8oa»p aanyiKB H iy3Kn T D iy38 
PK ^yaa8D sy^ix .lySyD^ajnynaw ojyp 
-DD«tD jynya D^EDB ^Kiyaycrn lyn T^K n^ya 
ona n mi l ,iyDiy ya^a^K p« r in K ,t«5 
,^ 1^8 T î onyo^iya .opmyaiv pisou1 D«n 
3M8 po mSp 
i"a PK p^aT 
•"318 yomusaniíaiK lyooKD H pringa 
:ÏW8 ^n«y PK ^ y^ D n»8 iya"T ytfvn ,iyo 
RIK^
 fnyD"3i8 yDi>ra8an« n pa inyo 
.pnyii D3^pi»inyB i^a 
* * * 
cyi iyo^*i3D ni5n nyanyty i v i Ì 8 
'& ,WMI y ) lK^iv iyn pa DI5DJ^8 
p e n ; H -.S318 w i s lya'ox'K iyiai8 
w D3jnBf-iya pyaoKP Da«^ "8Pa 
nn j iB P^OC K iy3^PTinya ^nïQ,«' 
nu D«V H .Di^ n lya'DiKD^na tyoasonyn 
.Tasi a'ooa'a nnyr jya^r îynayo^niK n 
5y>a inyi ob'iyn jynoDna'K yiytaiK pK 
HMK nnp» K iyB8^y3 D8n "nonio n .nnivn 
aanysyn K oasniKiya osn pK iyo"3i8 
yo^xnauD DIKD jyny pa jypna p« 
VD'iiya pK iyaaKD Din rKio \m JlilRD 
n iy38D .typna wnn n PK lyisnyoKo 
•*n .jyoayt^ya yiayyayia Dny-ii¡¡'BpyBi38D 
i n PK y38ïiiR yny lyo^aiK n n«n iya 
.¡voayiya K iyanp PK lînyiKB w oiyn 
.0"3i8 l y^ i 18B p i i lyanñen» 
I 1 9 1 7 n s n a y c 
WMl»n» mnr\ ya: 'n .ovno Dim n« 
n;t$myD IBB lyoip , 38C"R'D8DB n t^D 
PR D5BP8? H pa npt HDIPB |sns»iw iya3ip 
jy^pn DDayonas n Dny-ipicüpyaiaBo n 
•jni -íyo^ms n PR i; iyn oroosBya -uon 
.iyj^xn:*íp-D»"2- : yiyoyn íjonipa tftf-
taïyii pyBORp-D38^ 'B 3B3*i« w o s p n R 
DD"ÌI n ipe»iix 18* D5»2 pR Din^ apaaB 
IPiw PR nyn« na .n; s^nt* Dii3D>™ p« 
WBOPIRPP ypiBtac m*a -îço'ttfBa PR 
tyt} Din Dvnta jnyi 5 PR .4 .PB? j » w 
-anpa DO"m» H PR t^noyj 00 n a^ BPD3 
ipapii .uriBiwa ov5u 1 oonip PD»I iPaaia 
DTP*B .nrwo"ii D: n c íPMuanya ym 
-ÜBP iy;*Dn»n Din *P' « *pw tangs ipapyu) 
-i»>p iyj"t operimi i„ : DPI3P3?8S (pyB 
i"*io i'« iyD"a-i« 1 $11 nyin^B n ,w 
.oo^n war K DBII ico ÜI?BD3B ipomi 
T n n w n ^ n p« a: í nw pie iyay^ »1 
n n DBII t"iB m y i: anyj **i Í « ,m5n oy: 
K DTIB Donyj IB^DP* a p« 33iaynya H 
— i"no nytaíR pu ny i^ans oayappp oy^a 
PD'vu R 1B18B bn«n PR oy .yriBiic n 
pnytiiR .noona'R TP yn pR "t pa ?nBV 
PB ly r^iDix ayi ÎPJIRI ya |ya«n Diyí"3«3n« 
oy PR . W U I B w suc ^n«x pompa R 
PpnRDC R 18B tP03^ 3MR P013 IRnRB PR 
-WW 
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P1P03PÏ DB'in "11X H iR n y j n y ^ x 
-P3PP V» nDDHÍ'R "IP Î1R PB Ì 'K ppBDHp 
5RJT1D3RD PR 8D3K1RÎ — p i «W^MS 
R inpt onn^ ByaaB Ü yn — ^ W " " 0 iïK 
-«n -iriB> 6 PDxy5 n 1. * .;3i3pnya proavo 
D3«oy33nn D5BP8^ np3Pp jnyraíR jya 
jnpi3iR ipaRn 1914 b"i .iyD"x ynpnir 
-Do^aíR PB ipo^w »y>B onsT "lyo^anR 
-ai^Du own ipa^B-o; -np njn .t3"P3n«> 
TT1 P^VlfD 1RB 3313P P3 H IPt^nPQ t»11 
inyt Dan 33iayiipa w I H « I D n .ÍPDIBB 
n» pDTT>383n8 ín«y n PR ijw^ya 5P^B 
PR DiP3P5»p-iPB n3PD^  ípa yi ggn TPD»3 
n38t3Civ nyDo^ocysji iytn . ^ n o iny^ 
PnyBW HMR DP1M1P3 opte n>^n^B3 tD«n 
.tMBur-nruBviRn -wwpivoo,D5BP«^ 
R PR yi û^ma, \vò imi o»y R PR 
yo'n3 R ii#3 nnpoiR PPBD DDIP DP PR 
D3MH D"31R PiaR^PinB1 iPt31R J3138inp 
-B»IR3IR lyniR .Dana îyaayns jy i^iay 
DÍH3R1B iyj"Dy3í>8 iyn .y^'Bû^B pa^iyn 
,BPnP»8 PR 3313Pliy3 IROP-1"1D W |1B 
D p^a^ Daynpa iDiyiBB D8H ,t3o"3 ny"j nyi 
ipenw *J»I Dt^ii PR ,-iyD"3i8 oyn nsc 
— oBBt^ ytya iyi ps iy^"D ynyoyna K5B 
*P3 isa aaiayuya i n DEî>yn oy?« D^I CW 
-"318 n I)7B"1« iya^^H38P-DO"3n« yipc 
•IB Tyr^P'iy'na n IPB"IW PR ^33 nyo 
.L>nB3 iyD"2 
oaï^ Diyn pic v a ¡y3«n DRJBO lyovy^ 
-18 distami WÍV w n "a aaiayiiya n 
-18P PR DD>M1 ,D113B"rm H "3 PR iyt3"3 
iy3t$n T O .B»n .a .pnsia PR IPD"318 iyioyo 
nya^anyiiy33iR nyn lyayn ww* D»II 113 
-Dyn PR BD"U ippit?» va n "3 aaiasiny 
n^ iR P^a R lyanBii OÍÍ'R TOR^ .lysyc 
-R3n« inyi3iR pa D"p3>oyta npcunpay nyn 
-5y*3"K jnpM3P3 .pnií^  IU VDMR D W J 
nyn oyn 33i3PiiP3 I P D " 1 3 nyn lyayn jytD n^ 
ynyt3iR pa tpconps n Í'R iy3,BP3 iyíy> 
IPtn PR Dpmv3 ïW«» Dan ,Diyt»38ais 
.*Bto13 
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nPT PB 33,D,D 1PT pjfBDHp ijn 
PR T1R83 .PPTPP .3yt!»n H I'"* 
D«3^o lyoyy^ 1 8 D , Ü ^ « 3 my¡3«-ynyoayny; 
•DBtPIPDB^R PR D"ï ID R'DPaycpa 08^ 
"83*18 « 3313yiiy3 TPDU13 iPtPH 18B D'*P 
nya yiy^t wwvn
 tiyD"3i8 n lyino 
.D"ï-Dû"3n8 np^t ipn^pnpa pR'iPDDayí 
no R Dtnyrw iwuwn H n^R D«n oy 
ta^n oy .DÍ'O'DBR ipoms R PR aaiaya^i 
ny ípa^nay oyi p« D^yB"iixy3 ü>a iya^p 
njn iRii "D ,yBBoyp yi'tax'R n PB 3^2 
n o'D tyyayiyB38P n "3 Í8 onva neoií^ 
ipil» tayii íyo IRII «D* .onpniB'DPPBiaRB 
n .op^noD papD^coay Tin jyaBoyp 
33iayiipa yin IRII jpnuon3>R,pR 'tmw 
~8n I 'D D811 îPnoDnj'R n nn R ,\t$ tany) 
no PR : ipa"i ,D38cnpn nynna pic iva 
on«^ PR nyaso DI^P'ODPB ^ "a—pifí' 
nin nn R / m w i va PR pyo^ais npiipya 
•ayn R tnnwa. DIPÍI ,P"IBI3 VH íawviiva, 
.nyo»3iB nin^iaoy n "a P^XBDOB JWD 
t30"11 PR DTIPD
 (P185p "I^B j^nB^B H PR 
nypTtfii -uy&TOi o^n^ ijrr 5 
n ]VD^8n:s H D ¡IN ,¡yji^xH3Bp D O " 3 I B n 
-so n tts , T D tyiyit$D |P3KMÍH3KP pipopa 
¡IR wiv n ¡yjy&iy;8 ¡y^«t oiyntyDpysu 
•i . " u w n v a WDPP^KP,, pa Bovina oy i 
s JP I^DDMK jy:yp p ^ « DiyiicopyBi38D 
¡ympoj ip lx r o W i y j ^ t »î 3MK ,P*V¿D 
•i t y r tw iyD pu lyoy io iyB yiyt3iR D^O 
¡y3*5npnB K *IMR oyn inp 'DiyD"3iB 
? IKHO D«I »i ptfyn .IQIK 
. * * * 
l y i M onp3 ooyii 5yi>D '
 = o p i 1 w , , 0 . ,H 
pK .Doiyinsa j jnynyn 
" j s IK tnrray;:»* ox'K o iyn I 3 B ^ U ^ P 
-yiB pò p " i oo ^Kiyjyem K I K D PMÍBB 
r i osn DP Ì B ,m»npa PMTBBMB n .oiyo 
nys H jyoy iy i p w l y t ^ o i B ' y j ' B i B i n 
•ÌQ " 'DJWf iP» B « I — lyoyDD'D PJPTP»» 
MD13S3„ Dî$1 ,DyOD*D "VPB^PIl,, D81 ,DPDD 
— iyoyc3D^D "yììyyv,, ya^jny PK OPOD^D 
•i yrtfyu O*D ,|yto>» wnt^p y ^ y t » rî$ 
-;N
 ( | ' I O B ' I X 3 B »M jyrm DiyiwDpyauBo 
-ya ÎPÎB5 pu ptf |yt3i3 K ty^nax ix DKBt^  
•yj nu iyp |yo DBU ,»»n»iB y'noK lyoo 
-:t<i83 lytwiK PK nuôlif î«>3v PK jyo' j 
.iy3HM¡n3SP W * " POVO 
H pa. i y o " 3 i K PIPTJIR M I in»> 2 p w 
-aw PK p n r u w i y j " t DnaoppD Tjnatfwfrp 
IN ,IP5MI >M MI i n ^ 2 p w . iv iynsix 
v:piP'tWMP ,PBD>DCP3 K îpony3 ¿BÎ ly» 
1915 pK uCMwy lyny: |P3»i » l .33tfPDK» 
•EM* DNDPÍ DBH jyo jyn ,1916 pK V I K PK 
.P»TBD S t rwy t rn K IKD IK^B oy i iy3y; 
lyinB* P3P> pK t« ,inyt iyo \vi> o:^n 
.asnys o*3 3^8Diy jyoMiJ p»p iyo t^Bi i 
P"1t3D K .IPJ'ODJM D"X H 1P3B PK DX^K 
I£R pK iv^mo \m$ T» o » " Diyoyne pc 
r i .DnKDpyD 
"ivas nn t>"i3 D>3«i nyt3"3i8 n 3MR 
,!¥W n n pa 33nynsDDMK njn tiMK |yon 
tu ,inyr isnvs JWK^paTyoj'K n oyn IST 
o'o tm jw D3>iipy: 5KT j j u y w a "iv"t 
.jyM K 
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¡12 ü3yn«3 rasa cay Ü^KH » D W D 3 ' D pw 
-•yi ix ÌV lynyDty iy38opi«5p r i .^BCKP K 
ivp p>noo ^K iy jycn K .t"ìuyo8D Î K ^ I * 
•v^DpyDÌJSt) n ìyyi ìVTPìì tyn^DysD'IK 113 
tyo""ionK Pi ^M jyo DSMH
 ( 0Pmj ; : WW: 
y3^y?8 T i n D 3 « D ¡ K W yny* . i n |PB»MW 
,iBD**.yT v^"tsnnKM .lyonnp vivw» 
-3yp D>D lyDnynyo D'J i n iyp iyo DSI I 
iy:,%t jyD"V n jyn . D " 3 I K yivopnoo 
ot$n o^p royo yDMiya K ¡yn I Î H Ï Î .yosy^c 
tPi^P^onp iyo Deny: ,;y3y;y33"K O*J T ' 
• l y iy i j s oyn PJMK iy3"K nMc n JPDIKÌÌ PK 
D:yiMjnB"D"ìi PQ ont^syi oyn D"ÌÌ» 
D^BP^Ì» lynyjyp yiyt: iK tyssn *PDIÌKI5>MP 
,33nn«Bny P D STB DaBopaDin 1916 I^K 
. IPMIDD'O PK Dpmy3D>iK yi Dt^ n ys^yn 
01*^13*16^ D^T 1^1 jyny3 T'K oy ny3« 
pM t ío ,3*D3^ tnptt cy i yn"K„ : D38t 
"KDPIK^P n iy3sn .ÛJ^ÏT oy MI ."lyooj^D 
ü i y i i y : DTno y i i n ;8 PK nyo"3i8 I IK nys 
tDi^ n DP 4Pi>i'^3Ko iv i n ^npBP3 oy i nMK 
l^?î $P3K^y¿iyDi'K H TK ,D^liy3 " I T Î 
ïPD^pn ix iPsyiBtnyB 5>«T ^yj'tsioiy « i 
¡yDì3y; jy3»n « i ¡yìi PK jjiayupa l y u 
nyn PIMK ipia^iyo I»T TVJVP " t t8 , |P^ÌTD 
»M lysijn ^ t t ^ y jTyo j ^K i y i JIB yvot? 
PK is '3^ nvn iY ïnpDtsnx ty3*ìny33« T ^ 3 
.;yoD8o 
95 iy38n ,iyc33ny3 ytDxyî» n j»$Tjm 
-3KD pK 80;8-,KD PK nP0"318 tMPXKIB 
.JK'3V i p i i^ T I |pDs?t?ya:s p w ,>wntì 
n ìnynyT uosn DIPI«TOPPDIJKÎ3 H ÎP I I 
lPSMnpîJK ysjKD lyssn ,33i38iny PDMIJ 
îy3«n " t .ny3yí>B pjpnp,e,iPB iPijyìUK 
- ; i o f 44 *IMK B"X D0"3 i8 n tny:y*P"iPE 
iy3»n " i ,|MÍ oy i t>iyDpnpa PK n^n K jyn 
n ly^PDCSS " t IP^PM D^DiyT t» ,03"OJt3 
yiyí j iK pD to"3"i8 n ly iyoc PK ajiapiipá 
-XI^B ¡msn »M D*#n D « I iP3« . D W W H * 
t33"XiP2iK osn nyxnyn yoi3 ipoipys 33^ 
IPD^sn:» IP5MI "T 3%IK ,t» , T P D " 3 I K n 
1KB IK'31» n t*K .ìyaK^XHJSP P1PD3"> H 
MÜ13PPDÍ3KO n .B>*p3n3îniDMJ^3P3P$ K MI 
113 IP1KHP3 B11D PK 013 1^1 iy3"í DIPI 
1KB íPPKitrun T Í ¡y38n »M ^ " i i . iKDtjn 
P"1t3D K DK11 IP1W Dyi 1KB PK P»1DD K 
.ty33P13 »? IPP 
•oK^n T'K ,nniE» pin iys^nsr n^o ny3 
ÏPMB PK P"1DD ÍBiP3PC»n K 18D P'XKO 
-iyC33'R 1PT31R 18B V» P«1DD "IÎH .33B3 
D5X ?PD'D K 113 .ÍjnS 1JH W) ^P3K^P3. 
tyiyoy3iyB ix T^spttíBMn IPSIT T O .^P*X 
% • 1 9 1 7 n » n a y e 
TPI ¡w .BasP1^ PR 
"URO H 3MR
 ( | J W 1 8 
PR o'jt?py'y«»K Y"l 
.ìPtopc 
5yj*'e>y3TyD3'K n DB 
ya^pii ,DTypuB3T« 
-J»i8 OIK P E R D U S j 
DP'-PR ,i8uv TTI p*t 
-piB5p H .3¿RBTP TPDV 
TPD"31B jnyiiB PR D-
víVBvnvwn pn DU 
-nix ¡8 onya DRII 33iaj 
jnjn3R PR TTPT3 PR 
nyniR pu w u n R n 
DDjni $y-PD Tin ¡ID DT 
I B J o y u yoi3 &o jy 
DD^R n PR »R .JR.? 
-31R |yj«ì Dnyot? ÔDÏ 
]y¡v¿3 .lyDR^oay ,tp 
lyayn PR IRUV Tpn n 
H .Tjriìvc PR yoDRy 
ix aina jpasn DU jy 
ya^Dayo ¡IR iy5m ÌPD 
/ìnyo r?» DaBiviy DB" 
DB"Tjya PR Diny^pyi 
nDDHJ^R TyanBi 
1P3*I oyn P^ IDD 
IPfcm DTjnwopya 
n^iynD iy>im e u 
D'Rtf -DD p« 
' JU»K DSyopyaas 
'03'D R w ijnnitf 
yodáis n jynnm 
13 R DM18 VI DPm 
$5"D DH"Í> ,iy3RD 
IHRD D'Rtf .DD PO 
ìya nyoma Tjn pu 
PDDyr.ìy p r y n typ 
.unyot^ 
•R / r o n PR oy 
as? n pR n a o n j ' » 
yn \vìifi v i ly^yn 
3 unBD DPI TBB 
I n P R ^R ,DiyDt? 
Tyjy D£BPR5 yTyt 
B 3jnyoD"jy3 D'D 
my*n PR lymoix 
í t DTiniB»Dpy313RD 
'ìUBàTR oyn |yxyty 
,P?KB R pB yo^ü» 
'IR inyo y^ R Diyn 
. .[yDjnyoj'R wi 
»t Din? oy IR ,jy3P3jnDnR v i ìyfcm onyi 
unyiRB 'cnyo^aiB n jy3yaix383 TPDPS 
,'Dy3'D:^ D pR .iBiR lyo'inynD R *HR IP: 
lyc^aiR n jyBiBi ,DnpD&? yrjruR PR ni 
no »i .D»ruy3y5y3 y a w R *n ijntUD'w 
VI Di» ÎPTP3B3TB 3H3yDts>5«B v i w 
.ly^R^'HJRp-DD^Dns yryoys w lyaR^ssnjn 
"DD"11 pB JBUV H DTP11 838?'^ pR 
TPD"3TB DVIpD PR DTÌ3D"iTN /NORD 
PR aauynya n -3RD W 3RD PB nyuu»^' 
awn ìyo >*j DU DI^T PR noDnj'R IVT^-
183 iynuuR3T8 Tyo"3ï8 VW* »V Danay: 
•3y^3 I818Û iy3tí iy3^i DY>R .1912 pw 
->imy IÌR ìynMURans ix lyosno'iR ìn:w 
y3^yn , |ynB DjyDD^D ^yo»3n« n iy^ 
.Tyeyc H PR t ^ a ^ n jynya Tyns T'3 iy3"i 
foyD3ny3 iBon»t D3ynuynB-DVn ni D ^ 
.3^RBiy lyiyan R ly^t^n DIRT tyuv n oyv 
D U \vw D^iywDpyauBD np'^RP1^ n 
yDT*TU83Tíí n '11 ,3H3ynyî-D'3 v i iy3Bí: 
DU VI B'*tf Dy - ^ ^ PK COPRII |y#T""i 
H iy3y3383 ¡y^yii DU ¡y^8t »l TB ,¡y3n>; 
ÍJO>$TPñB R HMR iy331Tjn«B D'TyD"31H 
nDDHJ'K PlR^P y3,D1«1 H 1^1 «Wl JÛIK 
H TP38 .1916 PB Tyon PR i«noy3 o«-
M .D3yiRììy3 VI 0 i í n TIR83 .WV JVW> 
Tin PR P"1DD .)Wn R DT*DT«13'R D«r 
»»»»»• • • •» • •» •« • • • • • » • » • • » • • » » » , » • • • • • • • • « • • » • » » » • » • • • •»$»»»»<?• 
ynyn3R p« ,T*R D"P3' 
- 'D y^8 .•nysR^pi' 
yin3y^nn>u jny»i |y 
•"noy3 ny»»i PR 3u*>t 
8t8 TP3R ."t IX D"f 
; tjnjpvi DU iyp D* 
líñiyo3i3 v i îvo lì» " 
r0"gp3«K y3y33iRiìxy: 
,tyoriyD3*R 'DTPD'OII 
nyn IIB DBI?. ny>na TÍ 
V D D8ÌÌ yoDsyn D8T 
t íwyo y3Jyx3"R iW; 
-yâ '^ny^ï IRB ÍFWÍI 
"R yjyjjiRiixw 
IR "3R-PD ,TyDTyil 
mw TyKnyn y»u8 i 
p i | ÌX ]y38DTyD3ÌR 
iy3y3Ty3'K PR D"n 
pau^K yay33iRiixy3 
iDysc TÍHÍÍ Tynna 
.33U"jn*ìR RÏ8 1V3y3 
n DU D3yn oy jyn 
l PR KR^B \»v d$n 
.3313yiiy3 Ty0"3ï8 
nx PR j«no ivayp 
yo>W3 Tyoipixaip 
PB iy3"R PR D"p3U"R . . Ï.T31K x-
PB nniD* yDD3'D3Mi H ^y:7J31KllS^J p t 
iyil .3313P»y3 TVD"3T8 TUT B"pa»3"K 
•3U"R p>p DU Dtnyn nyo^ans n ivc>nv 
.nom D^D IR ww nyn i n DDHV3 IBT
 fD"n 
Ì31R DVPBQB
 fD^H3y3y5y3 «I DMR DXU IV 
-RB' lyDDina DPI nm Dino PR Dasnp D ^ 
-y3 PD*fl3 R TMR Dijn TDK TPT Ty3R ,|pi 
"3U"R .3313P11P3 TPD"318 Tin PR 331D'-
ivii /i38n PR i38n inya jyno noR PR D " ? 
»1 .03811^338 D"P3U"R H DTPÌ1 ,D4J 
ljnn*D3Tn DU tPP liR 3^D3PDJIR D3*^: 
¿ y x Tn^ K 
., 
lypvun Djyonw o*v^ njn 
t'K -imp 2 H pa vtfnya pu .V5)WMIK 
c-yn M ¡IR nyoyna ¡yiyìiya 33ID5BBÎ? H 
lyo^oxaíKOK H .aço ix a$D ¡ ID nyoyna 
'• .[VDPBÌW5 P"I8DÎ7 PR DiypVtfV. UTipfr 
-m p» 03B*JV yDoyna n ¡ ID ya^R onyn 
-ynP3 nyo"3 is yoviuBJ^B n m >IÎB 
,"mn pu D3y5ya„ pu t n n $ j r « n DBH aaia 
p*a *irv8 Dijynya nyo^DKtfRDM H D$n 
n'W T t IWi$"WB ¡ysiaya DBH n ."pt PR 
-31K Dynayiu/338 D B Î I ' Î . .¡yDDyip yaya^R 
ppiBDtP 8 D^ypniDay pK *anyay yTy^nya 
TTVDBJ ¡yuya PR Dy .o^prnyD'DDBDBP 
4iJT iytt"DH3^KDK H ÏB . ^ " o n y s a i B |1« 
?"iî , jy«iD3n y^>D PR 3yii K p i ^ m i n i n 
yxytya "pn DiyDcya Dfrnayj au *p Dwn M 
oyn n
 rriDK . lyxuyu t^vpno^iv p« 
W J T iyn pa r»5& 5 " Ü N îyoocyjpyiiB 
-£*18 V Oljn ^33 "iy:i8 ,D*iypTBN 03yíD~ííí3 
•»38ni> DBH n . B " 3 Î B v a w r . K ¡wnsya 
-ÏB nyruK» yoiMusaiB^R yoííc R DVT 
.lyo'o 
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U" Ï n ¡yoipya PR o y * ^ j , C D 1 B n 
'miy~\ i n límio T D ¡yn- pu p»ep*e 
ITP'TK H .iyop8D n Û>D t y w w n o 
•n ty»ya i n n ^ *y*s D*M [yj>n n y r w 
—IJBDtnX lyD^pyiC « PK p« DVTUBJ1B' 
H pK .¡ynaiDs* ya:85 pu mvst? y538"iyp» 
iyo^DK3!iNON "iyT iy3jtfy3 PR -iny1 2 yDxyS 
rpjniB ,tPTTOwnif w "lyopa r te •UTPUB' H 
IB'XWJtuñif yoayaRsnyB ycoys R \y$Ms& 
V D i w w u n M D D " 3 Ï B n ¡ynyoyDDnR ¡IN 
. IPD"p)nyw yoma 
liaftni ix ,iyoP8D y tyn injyoDBiüya 
?tyOìp. TD ÌVtìD Dì?» 
•$BQ PB lyjypiyjs-ou pò P W B D n 
*N3>KON nyi D B * oy .¡y^DyaDin anwD& 
n D«n .Din ^y^ .taìKcya o'a tsa nyo^o 
m^K CJ^ IN oijin DDBmyo^ans yü-i^paBaí^ 
•^K ¡ys^nya inyo D a^sn oyn ,D3y^y3D,n8 
" t i .oynanìB p« DPIKIT nn»K tnyocys ^y^ 
oyii iy3yp"iy38-t3*a pò P'ûptto n ìy^yn iv 
« «ìMK Din i m .¡yty? D U oyí«3«i3 c i p 
">* "»ín *i8ü niDD \"P D>J Ï^K ¡yuv yo»na 
.oE8tnyo"D"i« nyoTJOW 
18D n » i n ¡yDDy-13 DJH lyai^n n^o 
¡ID m ia nyn 183 I ^ K t*K own ,miü ny3 
¡8~i8D c r i ¡yayii Ï^K oy I M K .nyn» Sfa 
—33811V 818 T'8 ¡81
 f>yD"nX -iyp180C K 
0 3 ' i ^ y D%3 "\8D ¡yr rn H p8 aaìta^ BBe» 
.¡ynymyn c«f Ì 'K BD^J >yp^p IVT -ìyny" 
"iye ¡y;yn " 3 i y i ^ n ¡yo ¡yn Diyi3iTy3 
v» DV ¡yii ',"iy3ìj! vx M I .¡ypym ya^ayt 
-nyc -I^D ¡ysyo ? H B P I K ya»Mn 8 ¡8~i8S 
v a ^y^ , ,8 ,28 T t IvtD^ac ys^yii n ìyosi 
Dy t^8 ? Djnììnp i ny^ t *im ¡ysmyoaiK 
aaiayiìya iyû"3n« i y i PD ÙTÎ* n D*3 
-'OBBO^D 8 D'D ya8^ i i n y 1 ¡v8 inyaixj«iB 
y383DM8 nyt:i8 D U oy VH ?^n'Dya ¡ptr 
-"tDB' yny* pò ¡y38ni8 * i fysnBDivD'iB 
¡yiy^ ¡ynayii38 n« va8")D )ny* PK D ^ W O 
yan ' i cv 8 i y i 8 D^B» ¡y:sWD ìx ^yo'n 
? mì?B 
Din ix m3"e» y3*DD*n K Dyn Dy^8 DÌJT 
-3^8 nyi"i»p njn p« DiyPB^D DWI* .neoBP 
]yt?DBii TD .int?" 2 m "»nyo i 'w n o o n 
TD .¡yiymy^ D^D D*'V yxjga n =ìsr:8p oyn 
»^M1 ,*ix Dt3y3'*p ¡yoiaya DO iyn8 i o ¡y3«n 
tyoyBK' -tyi8 nynne TB .DDynya ¡yayn I*D 
lyoD^c ix »ii ^yD'D 8 ¡ya^oya ¡yo oyn 
.1^020 oyn 
,iyy;i8iiya \vm>\ ys^yn , H VÌ'B -.y3« 
8 nnw DDi^ nya pN Dif^c ¡yiyi i 5»t?i cy ÌB 
-«n *>y"i ¡yayaDMK DX*K ¡ytiD ,33ì3">r»yD 
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ri tP3"5awonK DIR j*aynyD3(íP R « tyrnr 
lypn^iì taaytnsa CH"^ i y i 82 
tywj -ipiy* ."^VD orna « yt I R D "i«a iva 
-IR H 3nn .jyayi "a ix Tarn ta^ a oaniya 
;oxv> H I B B MI i">yj ^TW ì y t r m tayn 0^2 
0J"n PIS? 1V3"Î TD MI MÏR pR ,iyD83BD 5 
arms DjyoD^D pò >BPRÌ> ivta^nx iyn 
iyT ¿yoB'tryaiyoa'R lytaiR pn nyta^aiB 
,25 .P»5 IB^i1 lyDBODD'ni i y i lio lyta'mx 
ciK ¿S Ì iyo I R ,a»Dna -inyo p n tr3 tayu 
• "CDD , * I I n pò 5y*BB>"3 R ìyonyj [yo^n 
« pn tax»R p ie tayn 58PIJ* lytaiR .onyp 
joTt 'Jsn i f -o^ ynyi3« i t ts 9 v w * 3 
.DT""ID 
¡yn^t?D n pò aai^oBnyBayDBo * i 
¡yo3 oy i ,i8\ar nyBiP p« onyp^oDyn 
P R ÙV s w i MI lytniya tasn 1917 ì v w 
DIN ly-^nya lyovnyo »»a na sauva i v i 
-ya ìv i o .p^noD jye>n R ¡yayn |y i in ix 
trtf ÏB .opND oyi ta^n i j ny^a tvo n WNP 
.I'DDB )it< I B W i n ì yon i * Bayosas oy i 
;yt34 Dyn iviBnya tysncnyoaiK t'K DBII 
-KT K ìx taa^taajnya " t iva^ì ,191G B W S D 
.1917 iBiaB' lytal ny i oytrrvnì inyo -IR* 
PK tao aro'B Din tyamyD ¡vasn v o 
.oa^ar yiiH3« pR "pi 0"irvD oy ni
 fnayaR 
•ya tyiiRii V D .aRtvoaBa w t « 4 I B D ma 
u n ix lyny^at^o yiyraiR \yìyóy D^BI I 
•o taoys ¡IR ¿8*B5 lya^t " i x^ inyi ,yaK"iB 
•ïjsyjDnK lynRn V D .0"£ Ì B W D^B i n 
PK o"3 iB H iyay^iy^uiB lyta^aiB H trun 
,181 ysy^BP'tn R ìynyj PR oy JBO iyta*D 
W 3 i B n *ÌMR ta^yûiyya lynsn T D ivas 
IVHIR Djy'Tiyb anaytat^BB iy3«n " i PR 
.lyniDiY 
-ya own IRI ;R» iyo3 DJH DRI I oy-rcip» 
woi* lyBip Ì^R I B I ,3tiD iyv3R3 R D3yay*i 
oy , iyD"3iB yiyïJiR D'D epRBys jynya 
:3U"cny yDrwwvK IR lynya 1^3 t>*3 T*R 
iy3»R yonyay33R IR T I R ""3 *P^B T» "IBB 
Ì'K ny jyn nyaanyitì» D3ynuyn3 I B E 33i^8n 
MR l y jai^DBtiyc * i i in 'oym» jyoipya 
OBH ny lyn p« ¡yiBiws O I H B Í B B pnRos^ 
•yaonR vîx 1M iy3«n j n n p u Danayya 
l y n DH^R tsyn iyo pR DH'R Ì13D5 ta^yo» 
¡W 33WyB»3B IR D^ R lyoiJa Oyì>13,« D33B^ 
i y i pò lyo^Bmy iyn«n I^D DKI I yvoe» iyn 
D'ïyjanyto .tyns lyoaiR ^y3B,B'y3iyD3iR 
.ynìB-iooo^DiB 
•B«»3 IV i n DIR
 rJlR P"-.OD Cyi ¡1E ÏBD 
yx-iip R pR P " I D D jye>n oy , ,3 R IKE ¡yajn 
->"IJR "iy-, TN .oD'tMPyaa1»» "T rv3sn .ta^y 
" iy oy i ÌR ; IR i. i^* 3 n*w p-t rsr ta;yo 
i«BT I H Ì Ì 1 3 H i^ D îy i ï1 fie - Ì Ì ' ;? :* ¡yoe* 
r*iyByc ¡'ccR I " C J » K H ;*N lyts'OiB i j n y 
ìya^p
 fonBtapB"itaaBP T ' D C M R n -2 MJIH 
. inyo " B U R *îR^m N D'O 
•V«pt5? "ÌJÌUIK «pria P;C";" ÌR V D 
DinypyjoiK i n ¡ya^n -lyc-z-R H ¡yii 
•ya yooRyn v?$\>& n |ya»n lyeyc n p« 
iytaoyD R *inR ^RPf?r ny»aiR ìyi'ytaff ryou 
-âne H îR
 rtjny3myE ìv DIR ,D3yoRnaiB 
-*iym i"T PR ¡yo^Rnay ¡ysr 3yn pa [yo 
nx 113 tra lyoB^cya iva^n -,-o .OERH 
.¡yaii^vnaRp yan^Bojn H O^C pn ì jnyns 
-yanye y-iyo^n ¡ya'iiya I Ï ~n -y^yaD i ia 
.nyta^3iB H I R D ;ya:nyo 
• y lyn^yivoi^RiyD iiioiays ;y-Nn Tta 
I^D .iíí*av i y i pR ìyaoyo taya^yxa^R ;y i 
*»ì IVDRO pR lynny^PD'iK ; i^ - :y : *-T ;y2«n 
D»C ¡ IR
 rnjny%5a^o VQDiRuyrSynf i sa 
Î'R ta^DlR iyT31R ÏR ,;y3tfï I*R ÎVP Ì ^ S D C 
.iaonsui ¡ynya D^: 
nyiaiR D^D [yon^iya D*J -,n iy?m i*o 
-sn n^o TB ,t:iR cnyic cy ny^B .ìfioenK 
i»t5pîi^  -ìytaiR pR -iyny-f-:i2"2 nayrno 5 jys 
ttfrvD PR bnyotnys ny^ao^ta "uny IIR 
DyoD .iB^XRi'aRnif i j n pR oynytarR pn 
DBii r^B ìB .^ta ix D***ia r*N lyaoira "yiy* 
"nn« f'BPBf» Dyn lyaayna ix DIR «nsi ;y^ 
.yciDi? y^yoya « 
-RanB y^yxysD ta^yta^yaaB iy-S^ i*ta 
y^no ynytaiR pe n^n IÜT o'o PR ,oiyì"3 
yD*DBP"DJB,V8t*3B31B W MB 3Jny^3D»0 
•f>yn ^yeye ¡y in^RriB ix lyaai^ ya taiR PR 
•yc .p^noD j y ^ n pR o ^ ^ B y ; ;y2«n ya 
,D'Dif»n'y3 D»a ^Btaa^P jyayn - D DBI I I V B 
DBT .¡rvP3B3iB ;yjyp " t ;yry^ - i ^ ÏB 
-18 H PR yû'DBP'DaB^BT'ÎBa^B i v i taçii 
înv1 .noiD l ycnc jyayayaix Î Î M i yo *o 
.lyiy^ata'D y^a ix lyaic 3BO î ïny pR I B H 
iyta"3iB n ¡yn ,"3"WD p i c Ï 'R ta**x n 
-^aiB " t ÏB riffsvio^w lyoyp i n ÎVWÎZ 
I *D jy3B-"i i^Ttasa . i " i ta lyiaiR pu jyo 
-yn n^ D .oanaînvB ta*3 " ÎBÎ O ^ D I R iyra.is 
m 1917 n s t i a y c 
•ni .tMvona» ps ¡; -MB n îPDipasa ipno 
.ayt?n oy"3 « \T >D*I« iyi>Mi »M i tes 
-s in aa^vipaa"» iy3Bn T^ay .P^IDD 
.asm D Ì ; ' /ncya i j r u pnnwv 
D«n i8>av D"ipp's • m pnryco n 
T ^ D H I » D Dniti-: i ynyo K Ü T ^ U B I » 
yosnv n ¿niwir : < P"1 '^ ^ P « ïjnp^a 
tvianya lyo^nya tnyvasp PK TCDPP^ 
,84 .Dia SiPD p^i pK a n s a l a . n pa 
> M Ï J B I 3 
.i38DB»iv îyaoya \- 3Ï»K PK 50 5 B P ^ 
T D îy^yn tsMipw n p» m ,iyaBn T O 
»hy»"ii |PVtmM w |«î naBBtwK 
.ornarne 
IBIKSÎBTÏB -IV ' n 11D îyûlp DBÌ1 ,iyt 
D y^oyDya iyByc > p« iyt""iB H iy>yu 
D»a PK vo"î V2% Ï O» ya"K pa ijnyin 
-PBD PB i tp ,"cr¿ 3Bt?nB„ ya^yaw pa 
Î*K íypns ÎID oaî W D "WP&DH «„ 
ny»>u"i« H ÏB ,'û. i«a p'P DO iyaw i«a 
ÏB PK "p^a 5s iyr ;yaymya ypBta \vîvw 
vt lyait tao oyii i "3iB n lis 5"D pn< 
oyoMi n«oiin ,»jr *JK ûïn p/aya iyaypD 
-jnpaDMK n nn » « ,ísM¡BVjpDBPPn n 
-jm îyDBcya 5BT ,C yoûnBByn *nw yoap3 
5>SID:BP K ,DayDD* _spn "ipom K "i«a ipi 
D^D m$a îysyass - Î>BÏ DBII .taayotaiBByn 
*IMK ÏPDBBDMR nu lysyc, n IPTSÏPDJBP 
ys^vytya DI»T D» ^B IP» nt : BBU> ìyiy* 
5«po Djn lyoïpya I O W H Î n MT ,iynaitac 
î«ov 55aa i w v » ' ï n* TitnayoD iyn« 
-DIBBÏH îPipn pt wnyayo nyn .D"5 
•^ai« nftm oy.i y^^Dasp n ÎIK taapn 
npB pnyii tPDtor ;P5BÎ ,nn*K nptaaiN îyta 
PK Da»t5»Ha«p t»i* v ^ "WD VtoiBHtaaB 
/BBB» tPiP' 
.MB pe D ^ « t ûërtyj 15»ptf> 
npoya ,i^av DI»O >ft« PIM5P , I 5BPM^ 
.oyn ,1 .P$5 ÎÎB v ipptpp p^i n ,taa«tpa 
tpa^ BB ix Ü'3 ipc '¿sto ?|M onpn DP >\\ 
«ti T w w .Tpp .ap- Ï P I . ps bi^cya Din 
.1917 n t f ìw ;a»wí< T ^ K nh6KT K 
-13BO P^B iPntin iBias1 îyotsny DPI 
•papn DD^ B^ P^  Î'DDB iyT ÎID D"DTIÎB*DPPC 
H 11D DP Î^-PMl H 1«11 K ^B^B^ K D'D IP"i 
.nysyc n^DD'iK p« n^oa^K n p« ipia^aiíí 
-Bo b^iiya lyaBn Diy-n^DPPQiaBo yDasc 
->pii ,iPD"anB PDniya D^D DnBaD i^« JK iy: 
.nn«^ IPO^D p« > n „ B jyaBipya jyaBn y: 
Din spi» iyoipyanyD t»B yaB^s n ÎVIÎ 
iya«n ,1917 islau^ jytall o¡n vaynyDa«D 
H tB ,DiyTit?opyBiaBo n ta-inp^pny T D 
n .iporusaDMK p*p ¡ya^i^y DO oyii \$w 
.lyaBDcnyo lynyn I'ODB *ìyi ps nynpo'enBE 
" t t« pB ,DDyD inyt onyoc ÎBOV H IÌÌ 
•Hip "IV Dfcrn Bîflni jBc jn -lyrna 
•ìpn ,iBDa»í .13 ÏB .lyipn w onynD oy 
,I«>ar lyaBopiBí-p iyn PB nyB'tnyayo iy**j 
i n D-iyiBD oy iBii jpaiByaD?iK pie» Dsn 
ly^n^K nyoDyna iyn p« D"3"IB piayaam 
lyoïa « iyajm»ixj"K oan iy p« .TMOV 
.lyeyti' H ny3»B ^«iDasp you B ,oyDD*D 
.13 D»n ,Dyoanya "DDBB y " j H n MI DM? 
: ÎBSB lyiaya^BB îysyapaiBB iBoa'f 
P"»¡r va pD nyepis* oayiayeyia^H y¿t$„ 
.iwapnoon " iw p« ijnpii D ^ D I P B j y ^ i 
p« D^'Diys " t jya^T Dxy» DBM DBD^K 
T I 5BT oyD'BK DpnDDn ytyn PK . lyc 
n«K Dpar^ 3 >n«x yoD^D^ys K jya^yj 
-D t^yDMK iP3yaBi# T I jy^Bt ya5yM
 (DDayr^ 
DBM ,DDa"5B0BP y^B H lyüB^B» tî'D T^ 
-n*? n ïyoMB .lyëyt^ n iiD"pn« lyôip 
-«t D^aiB lyiaB p'P . IP Ï "1B nao'DDj'^s 
.I8HD &3 DDayctT'K oyaï'3 ytyn n* 
îinyn mxvvi ¿BÎ lP^oyD iy?"nB -IBDB 
•yo i m .eapDDiBBPT ipipiauya K I « : 
R !»l 5BÎ DayoDiBByn lytyn po ntfcny; 
-ai« .lyt'nB tiMK onyBDpy ÏB t*K o^ii ,|BO 
5nB¥ PDMipa K JPD^aiB IP^BÌ DTK 1P0 
PM 1MK jy^T DBM ,DiyDDBl¡'nB't"iS 
nytyn DK JÎK .n8D ny^î pK IPDD^BMÎPBO 
jy^Dyo D'D lyayaBB T Í ^BÎ DayoDiBByi 
lysy^ y?B PK |yT"iB ty^DyD1y3,K'^y^« 
-"1B ipayn DDJ"Î>BDKP P^B lyiapoB 5BT t:» 
• D, SD 1PDSS5 P1TD8B J3TK 
nypnnm ojytruy twb ijn •* 
,1915 PR H Ml ¿n^ BD yD»HX M îyB83 U^ll 
.ipoippa lyau o»p "T íy^yu 
.DPRD "iyn ipnipaom» "pi DRH u*a5 u»a 
pxasa H Datpya PIRDÍ? jpaRn TD îpa^pu 
-ya ¡yjasapaaR PR tiBDBP nyniR oiíii ,o»x 
i» ,PH DPRB w v .nina jnyûoa'D n îya 
Ti jyaRn onjnis?DpyaiaRD DIRO w i i y a R 
-JÍBÍ w Dina lin pR aay^  nm pR oay^ya 
•O'D ya^ opo pnp»aiR pa P'XRDIBJH n îyan 
•pi torni oy . JRW "îyraiR pò PR Tjny^a 
«a-pio» Dpnüon lyayiyiiya npi IR ,D'vi8 
Ij/oapyya WW o«nya. DRÎI pnnaypyna 
; ií>ya »t po lyoiaya PR oyoRa yoMiya P»D 
ix pyiiY cm 18D naso lyvaRa R osnpa 
yaaBioyaOMR p« "unno yiyiaiR ly^p'inya 
•îya^ Ranya n^xyiya «t PR lyananpa 
Ti oyii iytM«5fi njn DRU D " Ï i n »a 
-D'TO onon ID y\ îv j^ni îy^ PMuaay *iyû"ii 
yaftm ,n pa D'CPo Myanyc„ isa tyPMi 
y:o R D38DPa i» aas^ pa pie» T* ipaan 
po *i^ n njn ona mya DST pnrpaixann 
WTA H PR Dreamy . o y p u ^ o n p 
lio 1RRH R. ptfBo D'à W H iyp oy ÎR , w 
|IR a»nn yi lyfti'D nyina inytaiK .BRP 
. .o-ipanpa 
lîypajnaN i«iì jnny—ÏBDD^ nya-isa 
yoDa^ oyo n po -lya^ R ,I«DD^ oyaiRa 
K PR /îyaRODVipo ,23 .PR5 pa *ijny^ aD*D 
,Ï«OÎ' nyaRDpiRip lin PD Dayt?n"R opapa 
OJIRD PR IRUR* iyol6 Din lyaiRO^ya PR 
o"x- yipaay? R ORH ny .SRD'BDRÏÎ wo 
poxp£ H «a .o^npjsnp IWRD po jyta^ya 
'^3RP D5R îyoïayaaa o*a ny DRH ÎP^HBII 
tiwîw yasa DATDW trasn in DRH iy .DRT 
.nriRi iyo44 pn PR taiR po PWIR PR ny 
D«H y?» Pfl Day^ya lyiiya PR IMOD>5 
-IVOMK PR ajRnwic »aypya DH^R iya«n 
P18ÜB" Diyil D>10 Î»T pR .JRW TPT 358n 
.tanymya 
m i n*i> iy?iDopma"K ^yoMia pu "3 
•un po pta^ DRp R îaytyiiaR îynya iya 
ftm .yDDsya y^ «PR? JW.TWR3 oa'scn 
T3 c^niRPDy? ,tynfc-o»n ta«n o5w n*a 
jnsn ynip R lyttfntn 
ya'iynno n 5"" .lyi-ntm y^a iJn*K*taR"i8 
-^oasp iyT DMÎ» o^ a jy^ iya rya»u iyi»n&-«i 
.pm'Uin VW# pR Ti»xyty; D*J PR yyita 
"jyDB'íRD Ti lyta^sn yD y^n [ycayo IBD 
-y^ yaaR yiyaa^ R H yaiau ^'R^DIRBJIR an 
,inyD^iyD ix nynw PR l .ps^ pa tycnay: 
-nyaorns jy^yn nioa v> ^ l l - ^ o«in«B 
ma ta»a lypip jycayo ya^ytR ,55a po \vo 
*ÎMR nia ,oayo«D Din JID tyaai^asn H HMR 
ytyn po îyoïPDMiR jyayp DRU rya^ sD H 
ya^ DX^ R ya^t iyiw ,1 .p«^ tasn .tyaai^ia«n 
?y3«iD yw\ DR in "a oayiDyj ,yD2Rya 
•R^ y^ R iyD>mR DRHIRD : ya»"iD R I « ; 
nyo^aiR n po îyoyiyca^R n I«D D^SP 
n^R *anyay io R tnayiviRD l Î'RPS? p« 
imiKEER 1 ^RPSÎ' iyp ?npii»nD inyaa'R 
^yas^cyaiyoa^R nyn D^D lyD^nixa^R T* 
"iyn D>D |iR D>RPB^ yDa^'Riys yf»R D*O 
?aaiaynya lyD^aiR nyxays 
.C"2"iiî iyMT DD^ra'iR T^ R Dy  
DaRoya jyaRfi ïR'av lytaiR pa a^Raïc H 
pR |s»jp n iTyDaR^Biys ix iinya }VW*^Ù R 
jycnaaR o a^sn ty^ii »M .o»5ia5a yo^ R *n 
"D»ya yiytaiR pa ^n«x R «IMR oy;R^pas H 
D'à nyas "T inya Í»RD DRT .lyino pR yo 
O'D
 #TnDnyoa'n on^o K f in nva .Dpyin 
lü T* lyeytPD "ï .p^otr-iDC yco^RB 
iy»yy5 DRH lya^yn ,18110 »a"i*iD» opnoon 
n îyonyaaRiR ois^y; DIIRP nin /iyo" 
.ijny^aû'D yoan^iwa yiytaiR lia 5"2 
,jiî"iiya p'P 8D*a Î^ N oy ty
 (any;nyra>^ 
yayansnya ya^yt» ipaife ^RT îyo lyn^o 
"i;any^„ ya"t PR uaya 'B«T MI iycayo 
.onan 
nin DRn nyoa^ ^B ÜV") oyi lyannyaa* 
.nsanin x^ .^ oaRny j^n i?nRe*n "lyaytynya 
D5R ^ypaya pa asiR Dtioy3 o«n ny 0811 
•DMR ny >>u (¡"anyny DMR PR .CHRCH 
>'M1 *X 1JH8 .pRX pu oaR^ai' H IX |yt85 
IV"» IR IB1R 8TR •*!»!« UQ*W Dayc^D^yS H 
lîrnyt T D 0 y i i DRT — PPBDKP IPP 'D^RB 
nyn TR ,n»5p I^ R ipa^ ^nnyn .-IPDPB6? 
eyn iR»ai» iptaiR ijnyoaR^Biya ix ninpa 
H BonoiR .[yayaa^R D^a ÎBIR oi^a T» 
"t 3MR n» lo'RaiB» nyiaiR pa D"a*tR-
